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Abstract 

An alternating current electroosmotic micro pumping device has been designed, experimentally 

tested and theoretically analyzed using an electrohydrodynamic theoretical model applied to a 

computer simulation model.  The device SP-1 is a microelectrode array which uses the principal 

of AC electroosmosis (EO), ions driven along microelectrode surfaces by coulomb forces 

produced by tangential electric fields. These ions, when driven, induce a net fluid motion due to 

viscous drag forces. Three submerged microelectrode wires were deposited on a substrate using 

microfabrication techniques such that a square spiral geometry was formed. Device SP-1 received 

asymmetrically applied AC signals creating a travelling wave of potential and resulted in a net 

fluid flow across the microelectrode array. Microsphere tracer particles were suspended in 

ethanol to measure the fluid velocity to determine pumping performance and the experimental 

operating frequency at which maximum fluid velocity is achieved. The experimental results were 

reviewed and at an AC signal frequency of 125 Hz, device SP-1 was capable of pumping ethanol 

at a fluid velocity of approximately 270 µm/s. The experimental results were in good agreement 

with the theoretical predictions produced using the computer simulation model. In addition, the 

computer simulation model predicted a similar flow profile to those previously predicted and 

experimentally observed. Overall, novel micropumping device SP-1 was found to produce a net 

flow comparable to previously tested devices and a computer simulation framework capable of 

analyzing future micropump design concepts was developed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The applications of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) devices have been wide reaching 

with the discovery of new applications continuously being achieved. One such MEMS device is 

the micropump. Under development over the past 25 years, it finds applications in space 

exploration, medicine, and microelectronic cooling systems (Laser et al 2004), and is quickly 

being recognized as a device made useful in a variety of applications, perhaps most significantly 

in the medical industry.  Micropumps can potentially be integrated into lab-on-a-chip (LOC) 

systems, be used for micro mixing, for bioassay applications and drug delivery systems, which 

have long been their desired application (Laser et al 2004). It was forecast in 2006 that 

microfluidic industry revenues will double over the next 6 years (Eloy, 2006) and the annual 

growth rate of this industry is higher for microfluidic drug delivery devices than many other 

MEMS devices, including ink jet heads, gyroscopes, accelerometers and microdisplays (MEMS 

Industry Group, Eloy, 2006). 

The development of one family of microfluidic pumping devices began by using the phenomenon 

of alternating current (AC) electroosmosis (EO) to create fluid motion. ACEO is the motion of 

ions along microelectrode surfaces due to interactions with tangential electric fields which result 

in bulk fluid motion due to viscous drag forces (Ramos et al 1999). First demonstrated 

experimentally by Ramos et al (1999) with re-circulating flow, it was later proposed by Ajdari 

(2000) that by introducing an asymmetry into the system, a net flow can be developed along a 

microelectrode array.  One type of asymmetry that can be introduced to an ACEO micro device is 
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a phase shifted AC signal, referred to as a travelling wave, and it is applied to adjacent 

microelectrodes along a microelectrode array and results in a net flow. Ellerington et al (2004) 

produced a 3-phase travelling wave ACEO device, and Cahill et al (2004) and Belisle et al (2006) 

produced circular travelling wave microelectrode arrays capable of creating linear and circular 

fluid motion using unique geometries.  

These devices (Ellerington et al 2004, Cahill et al 2004 and Belisle et al 2006) provided 

motivation for the development of a novel travelling wave ACEO device geometrically 

mimicking a square spiral using 3-phase travelling wave ACEO to produce fluid motion across 

the microelectrode array. A theoretical model which couples the electrostatic charge balance and 

the momentum balance equations (Green et al 2002) was used to generate a computer simulation 

to predict device performance. 

The goals for this project were to experimentally test this novel travelling wave ACEO device 

using a non-electrolyte fluid medium to measure device performance and to compare the 

experimental results to the theoretical results generated with the theoretical model. It was hoped 

that the numerical model could be used or refined for evaluating future design concepts to assess 

their performance virtually before committing to fabricate a device. The square spiral device 

being tested will be presented here. 

1.2 Fabrication Background 

A square spiral microelectrode array design was the focus of this project (SP-1). SP-1 was 

manufactured using a commercial MEMS fabrication process PolyMUMPs (Multi User MEMS 

Processes) (MEMSCAP, 2005).  Through the use of photolithographic and surface 

micromachining techniques, patterned layers of polysilicon were deposited onto a single crystal 
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polysilicon substrate and silicon nitride surface to create a functional MEMS device, a 

micropump. 

1.2.1 Device Fabrication Process and Design  

During a PolyMUMPs manufacturing process, there are three layers of polysilicon and a metal 

layer (gold) deposited and patterned using oxide, photoresist and annealing processes to create the 

desired geometry (Please refer to Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1 - Layers used in the PolyMUMPs process (MEMSCap, 2005) 

For the purpose of the device used in this project, only one polysilicon layer, poly0, was 

necessary for the device geometry. The contact pads which facilitated the electrical connections 

for the device were composed of all 3 polysilicon layers and the metal layer. 

The fabrication process commenced with a 500 µm thick wafer of single crystal polysilicon 

defined as “the substrate”.  A 0.6 µm layer of silicon nitride was deposited onto the substrate, its 

purpose being to provide a layer of electrical isolation. A 0.5 µm thick polysilicon layer (poly0) 

was then deposited onto the silicon nitride layer. With the use of photolithographic techniques, 

the poly0 layer was patterned and etched to remove unnecessary material. This allowed for the 
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creation of specific geometries, in this case a square spiral structure. This square spiral device, 

SP-1, had 3 µm wide microelectrodes with adjacent 3 µm wide gaps. The central region of SP-1 

was 20 µm by 14 µm and contained no poly0 material. SP-1 was composed of 42 spiral rings that 

were 3 µm wide. Please refer to Figure 1.2 for an illustration of SP-1 and Figure 1.3 for an 

illustrative description of the terminology used to describe these microelectrode arrays. 

 

Figure 1.2 – The square spiral concept 3 µm wide microelectrode array 
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Figure 1.3 – A cross section of the device SP-1 with features labeled. Each microelectrode is 

3 µm is width and 0.5 µm in height. The total channel height is 20 µm and the total width is 

18 µm. This figure is a representation and is not for measurement purposes. 

1.2.2 Design Intent and Advantages 

The square spiral microelectrode array was a design influenced by the work of Ellerington et al 

(2004) who designed a linear device using microelectrodes of identical geometry. The device was 
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also influenced by a circular spiral device designed by Cahill et al (2004), but in this case it was 

hoped that by using straight lengths in four quadrants as opposed to having a constant curve, this 

would minimize edge effects and isolate them to the spiral corners. A potential application for the 

device was influenced by the work of Stevenson (2008), using the device to provide mechanical 

stimulation to cells to determine if there is any affect on cell activity. 

There are several advantages to the SP-1 design. Using an electrokinetic device for creating fluid 

flow is advantageous for several practical reasons. The first key advantage is the reduced 

complexity of the design. There are no moving parts or suspended features which could easily 

break, improving the reliability of this device.  The device has relatively low power requirements, 

and can be powered using batteries, making it an excellent candidate for portable device 

applications (Laser et al 2004). The device is relatively inexpensive due to the fact that it is 

manufactured using a commercial MEMS fabrication process.  A 3-phase AC signal is a simple 

method for achieving user controlled reversible flow.  By swapping the phase-shift between any 

two channels the fluid may be pumped in the reverse direction, allowing the user to easily control 

flow direction (Ellerington et al 2004). Finally, results from previous research were used to 

optimize the device geometry (Green et al 2002, Ellerington et al 2004).  It was demonstrated that 

decreasing the microelectrode width results in an increased fluid velocity, therefore extremely 

thin microelectrode widths of 3 µm were used based on manufacturing process limitations at the 

manufacturer (MEMSCap, 2005). 

1.3 Thesis Overview 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will present the theory required to understand 

ACEO and specifically travelling wave ACEO. Chapter 3 presents the research previously 

performed in and reported for ACEO devices. Chapter 4 presents the theoretical model used and 
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how it was applied to the simulation software used to generate the numerical results. The 

experimental test set up, materials, equipment and methods are discussed in Chapter 5. The 

results obtained from both the numerical and experimental testing is presented and discussed in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains a discussion on recommended future work and the conclusions 

reached in this project are summarized.  
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Chapter 2 

Alternating Current Electroosmosis Theory and Background 

2.1 Introduction 

Fundamental concepts relevant to the alternating current electro-osmosis phenomenon and 

electrokinetic theory in general will be presented along with the numerical methods used to solve 

them.  This section will consist of a review of elementary concepts from electromagnetism, fluid 

mechanics and finite element analysis as a background to the more specific effects utilized in this 

thesis. 

Alternating current electro-osmosis is one member of the family of electrokinetic phenomena. 

Three of these phenomena will be discussed, however electro-osmosis, ionized fluid motion 

relative to an immobile charged surface or surfaces due to an applied field (Karniadakis et al. 

2005), will be most scrutinized as it is the primary focus of the research done in the present study. 

Dielectrophoresis, particle motion relative to a liquid due to an applied electric field (Karniadakis 

et al. 2005), and electro-thermal effects, fluid motion as a result of thermal gradients due to 

applied electric fields, are other methods of producing microscale transport (Morgan et al. 2003).  

These three electrokinetic effects will be explained so that it may be demonstrated that AC 

electro-osmosis is the dominant cause of fluid motion when considering only the device tested.  

2.2 General Theory and Relevant Concepts 

2.2.1 Coulomb Forces and Electric Fields 

Coulomb forces and electric fields are two of the primary mechanisms responsible for ACEO 

flow.  Coulomb’s Law states that the magnitude of the force exerted between two particles is 
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directly proportional to the charge of the particles and inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance between them (Halliday et al 1997), as shown in equation (2.1): 

F������� =  �
�	
�

|��||��|
�      (2.1) 

 

where εo is the permittivity constant, q1 and q2 are charged particles q1 and q2 and d is the 

distance of separation between the two charged particles (Halliday et al 1997).  

Every charged particle has what is referred to as an electric field set up around it (Halliday et al 

1997). An electric field acting on a neighboring particle has two components, a magnitude and a 

direction. The intensity of the electric field varies with the distance from the charged particle and 

the magnitude of the charge of that particle (Halliday et al 1997). The strength of the electric field 

is equal in all directions when it is not influenced by any external sources and can be referred to 

as a uniform electric field (Halliday et al 1997). The electric field behaves in a wave-like manner, 

and as the charge or position of a particle changes, its effect on neighboring particles is 

transmitted to them in a wave-like fashion at the speed of light (Halliday et al 1997). A non-

uniform electric field occurs when two charged surfaces or objects are bound by insulating 

surfaces, or oriented such that electric field lines of different length travel between two objects 

(Ramos et al 1999). Please refer to Figure 2.1 for an illustration of a non-uniform electric field in 

which field lines can be seen to become shorter as they approach the gap between 

microelectrodes. 
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Figure 2.1 - Electric field between 2 oppositely charged microelectrodes 

The intensity of the electric field is also increasing in the vicinity of the gap which is illustrated 

by the increasing arrow size. 

2.2.2 Gauss’ Law 

Gauss` law states that a net charge enclosed (qenc) within a predefined closed surface is related to 

the net flux (Φ) of an electric field through this predefined closed surface (Halliday et al 1997). 

Gauss’ law can be written in one of two ways. First, it can be written for a single Gaussian 

surface in a vacuum environment as; 

ε�Φ =  q�	
      (2.2) 

For a three dimensional Gaussian surface the electric flux term Φ requires an integration over the 

entire Gaussian surface (electric field, E, across surface element dA); 

Φ =  ∮E ∙ dA       (2.3) 

Solving for the charge enclosed within a three dimensional Gaussian surface is done by 

substituting the right hand side of equation (2.3) into (2.2); 

ε�  ∮E ∙ dA =  q�	
     (2.4) 
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For a Gaussian surface in a non-vacuum environment, the term εo would be multiplied by εr to 

account for the dielectric medium. For the purpose of this project, Gauss’ Law is important 

because during the analysis portion of this project, the microelectrode array is electrostatically 

analyzed through the use of a 3 microelectrode array enclosed within a Gaussian surface for 

which the assumption is made that there is no net electric flux into or out of the Gaussian surface. 

2.2.3 Dielectrics and Conductors 

Conductors are materials that allow the flow of electric charges through them to occur easily such 

as water and metals, and conversely insulators are materials which do not easily allow this flow 

of electricity (Halliday et al 1997). For the purpose of this study, silicon is being used as the 

conductive material to deliver electric charges to each electrode in the microelectrode array. 

Silicon is referred to as a semiconductor because the electrical conductivity constant for silicon is 

in a range that falls between that of a pure conductor or pure insulator (Halliday et al 1997). 

A Dielectric material is described as a medium which degrades the strength of an electric field 

when compared to the same electric field contained in a vacuum environment (Halliday et al 

1997). The concept of a dielectric is important because all electrostatic equations which contain 

the permittivity constant must account for the dielectric constant when electric fields are not 

travelling solely through a vacuum environment. This is to properly scale the electric field 

strength, multiplying the permittivity constant by the dielectric constant. In this study the 

dielectric material to be accounted for is ethanol which has a relative permittivity εr = 25.13 

(Barthel et al 1993). 

Dielectric material at a molecular level helps explain why the electric field strength degrades, and 

is explained by an example taken from (Halliday et al 1997).  When considering two oppositely 

charged parallel plates with a dielectric material sandwiched in between, the molecules between 
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the plates will be influenced by the electric field, E1, which sets up between the two parallel 

plates. The molecules will also tend to orient themselves such that they are aligned with the 

electric field, however they will generate an electric field, E2, which is lower in magnitude but 

opposite in direction to the first electric field, E1.  The end result is a resultant electric field, E3 

that is smaller in magnitude than E1, but in the same direction. The opposing electric field E2 and 

the resultant electric field E3 would not appear if the same oppositely charged parallel plates were 

situated in a vacuum environment (Halliday et al 1997). 

2.2.4 Electric Double Layer (EDL) 

It is well known that a surface electric charge forms when a solid surface comes into contact with 

a fluid electrolyte (Gad-El-Hak et al 2002). The surface electric charge can be generated by a 

number of different mechanisms, but is most commonly caused by the deprotonation/ionization 

of surface groups in electrokinetic microfluidic systems (Gad-El-Hak et al 2002). In order to 

maintain electroneutrality, the solid surface having a net charge (sign) attracts oppositely charged 

ions in the electrolyte (contacting liquid) to this charged solid surface while like charged ions are 

repelled.  These fluid ions which collect near the solid surface form what is known as the electric 

double layer.  This electric double layer is composed of two layers, which for the purpose of 

consistency in this study, will be described as follows: closest to the solid surface is the first 

component of the electric double layer known as the Stern layer (see Figure 2.2).  This is an 

immobile layer of ions, typically on the order of 0.5 nm thick, bound to the surface of the 

oppositely charged solid by attractive forces (Gad-El-Hak et al 2002, Hunter 1994).  The second 

layer, the diffuse layer, is a mobile layer of ions predominately composed of oppositely charged 

ions to that of the solid (see Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2 - Schematic diagram of the immobile and mobile layers of the EDL 

The diffuse layer ion motion is the mechanism responsible for producing fluid motion along the 

electrolyte-solid interface (Gad-El-Hak et al 2002). The thickness of the entire electrical double 

layer is an important parameter for the theoretical model used, and is referred to as the Debye 

length. 

2.2.5 Gouy Chapman model of the electric double layer 

The Debye length, the thickness of the electrical double layer, is a parameter used when 

calculating ACEO slip velocity. In 1910, Gouy proposed a new model of the electric double 

layer, and a few years later a similar model was developed by Chapman independent of Gouy 

(Hunter 1994). This new model assumes that the surface charge is the driving force behind the 

distribution of ions in the fluid, and therefore the cause of an opposite charge in the fluidic layers 

present close to the solid surface (Hunter 1994). The equations used with which the Debye length 

is calculated will be presented here, as well as the assumptions made when performing this 

calculation. 
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2.2.5.1 Poisson-Boltzmann equation 

The first equation used to determine the Debye length is the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Using 

Poisson’s equation from electrostatic theory, the time averaged electrostatic potential near the 

solid surface, ψ, and the time averaged volume charge density, ρc, can be equated for the case of 

a flat plate as shown in equation 2.5; 

��
�� =  ���
�
�      (2.5) 

where volume charge density ρc is a measure of the net density of positive and negative ions per 

unit volume and εr is the relative permittivity of the liquid interacting with the solid surface 

(Hunter 1994). 

Fluid ions are also influenced by their thermal energy. For each ion type the number of ions, ni, 

can be calculated using the Boltzmann equation as follows in equation 2.6; 

n� =  n�� exp ���
���     (2.6) 

where kb represents the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, nio is the number of ions 

far from the surface of type i in the bulk solution per unit volume (Hunter 1994). The term wi 

represents the magnitude of work done in moving an ion to a certain position in the bulk solution 

and is measured by the acquired electrostatic energy listed in equation 2.7; 

w� =  z�eψ�      (2.7) 

where zi is the number of valence electrons of each ion type and e is the elementary charge 

constant. By summing the quantity of ions per unit volume of electrolyte solution close to the 

point being studied (Hunter 1994) the volume density of charge can be found; 

ρ� =  ∑ n��z�e exp �����
����      (2.8) 
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and by substituting equation 2.8 above into equation 2.5, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is 

derived which produces a numerically solvable second-order non-linear differential equation 

(Hunter 1994): 

��
��  =  − �


�
�  ∑ n��z�e exp �����
����     (2.9) 

2.2.5.2 Debye-Huckel Approximation 

The Debye-Huckel approximation is used for the case where the thermal energy of the ions is 

large compared to the electrical energy, (|zi*e*T|) < kbT, so all but the first two terms of the 

Taylor series expansion of the exponential function can be used to derive the following linearized 

expression from equation 2.9; 

��
��  =  − �


�
�  �∑ n��z�e − � ∑ z��e� n��
�

���� �   (2.10) 

where to preserve electroneutrality in the bulk solution the first term must be removed (Hunter 

1994). Through re-arranging equation 2.10 above, the Debye-Huckel parameter, κ, can be 

isolated (Hunter 1994): 

��
�� =  �∑��������


�
�����ψ =  κ�ψ    (2.11) 

κ =  ���� ∑������

��� �     (2.12) 

The Debye-Huckel parameter is the inverse of the thickness of the electrical double layer (the 

Debye length) λ, and this value is used in the calculations to find the ACEO fluid velocity, as will 

be shown later in this report. 

2.3 Electrokinetic effects and other micro/nano-scale transport phenomenon 

Alternating current electroosmosis is the electrokinetic phenomenon of primary concern for this 

project. It will be described in this section along with direct current electroosmosis (DCEO), a 
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slightly different approach to creating fluid flow using ions collecting at the electric double layer 

interface interacting with an externally applied electric field (Karniadakis et al 2005). In addition, 

two methods of electrokinetic fluid flow which could possibly contribute to microscale flow in 

the device reviewed in this paper are discussed in this section.  ACEO and DCEO will first be 

discussed and some advantages of ACEO will be presented. Electrophoresis, dielectrophoresis 

and electro-thermal flow theory will then be reviewed, including justifications for neglecting their 

impact in the theoretical analysis performed. Finally, Brownian and Gravitational forces will also 

be discussed. 

2.3.1 Alternating Current Electroosmosis Theory 

The ACEO phenomenon occurs when fluid ions collecting near the surface of microelectrodes are 

propelled into motion by coulomb forces induced by a non-uniform electric field. Fluid molecules 

far from the electrodes are also pulled into motion due to viscous drag forces such that a re-

circulating motion over the entire volume of fluid takes place (Ramos et al 1999). The concept of 

ACEO will be expanded on later in this chapter. 

2.3.2 Direct Current Electroosmosis 

DCEO flow is created through the influence of an external electric field on ions in the electric 

double layer of a solid-liquid interface (Karniadakis et al 2005), as opposed to a non-uniform 

field as is the case with ACEO. Two oppositely charged electrodes create this external electric 

field, and as ions collect along the solid surface creating a net charge, the externally applied 

electric field drives ions in the direction of an oppositely charged electrode, and viscous drag 

forces cause a net flow in the bulk fluid (Karniadakis et al 2005) similar to ACEO. 
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2.3.2.1 Advantages of ACEO devices 

Two advantages of ACEO at the time of the design of this device were the low voltage 

requirements for the device and the flexibility to design a device which is quite small (0.3025 

mm2). It has been demonstrated that a DCEO device can be produced and create flow with the 

assistance of an ACEO device using low potential (Guo et al 2009), but DCEO devices continue 

to be designed with footprints much larger than their ACEO counterparts (Wang et al 2009). A 

device requiring a small applied potential (and therefore a low power requirement) and with a 

footprint that is less than 1 mm2 would be an excellent candidate for bio-medical applications 

(Laser et al 2004) and would be easily integratable with microfluidic devices (Wang et al 2009). 

2.3.3 Electrophoresis and Di-electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis (EP) and Di-electrophoresis (DEP) are two similar electrokinetic phenomena. EP 

involves the use of an applied electric field to induce motion in charged particles suspended in a 

stationary liquid (Karniadakis et al. 2005). There are two factors which dictate the magnitude of 

the particle velocity. The first factor is the drag generated by the stationary fluid acting to slow 

down the particles in motion (Karniadakis et al. 2005). The second factor is the net charge of the 

particles in question. The greater the charge in a given applied field, the greater magnitude of the 

velocity (Karniadakis et al. 2005). It is for this reason that the electrophoretic particle velocity is 

inversely proportional to liquid viscosity and directly proportional to the applied electric field 

strength (Karniadakis et al. 2005). 

For DEP however, particle motion is generated by the dipole moment induced on polarizable 

particles suspended in an electrolyte by the applied non-uniform electric field (Karniadakis et al. 

2005). The polarizability of the electrolyte will dictate the direction of particle motion, as 

particles less polarizable than the fluid will move away from areas of high electric field density, 
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but particles that are more polarizable than the fluid will move towards areas of high electric field 

density (Karniadakis et al. 2005). Each type of motion is classified as either positive or negative 

DEP, with positive being motion towards the high density field, and negative DEP being motion 

away from the high density field (Karniadakis et al. 2005). 

DEP is the only potential contributor to the flow for our ACEO device, and specifically travelling 

wave DEP (TWDEP). TWDEP is DEP which occurs over a microelectrode array with multiple 

phase shifted AC signals applied simultaneously to the microelectrodes (Karniadakis et al. 2005). 

The use of a travelling wave of potential to create a net flow will be further explained later in this 

chapter. When considering the frequency dependence of DEP and TWDEP, Wang et al (1998) 

have demonstrated that at frequencies of 1 kHz and below that TWDEP can be considered 

negligible for microspheres similar in size to those used in testing SP-1. Therefore, unless the 

simulations produced show a frequency at which maximum fluid velocity is achieved that is 

above 1 kHz, TWDEP will be ignored for this work. 

The effect of TWDEP, specifically on the tracer particles used, was also considered. The tracer 

particles were approximately twice the width of the microelectrodes therefore a potential 

interference with the externally applied electric field should be considered. According to Sanchez 

(2009), the effects of TWDEP can be considered negligible at heights on the order of one and a 

half times the width of a microelectrode and greater. As well, it was stated that the particles will 

undergo negative TWDEP having a non-zero imaginary component of the dipole and that this 

occurs at frequencies much greater than 1 kHz (Sanchez 2009). The contributions of travelling 

wave DEP have been neglected previously by Belisle et al 2006, who used tracer particles of a 

similar diameter and experimental and predicted results were in good agreement. Therefore, for 
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all of the reasons listed above, the assumption was made that TWDEP effects can be neglected 

for this analysis. 

2.3.4 Electro-thermal Flow 

Electrothermal flow results when non-uniform heating occurs and an electric field will act on 

gradients in fluid conductivity, permittivity or density resulting in a force inducing fluid motion 

(Morgan et al 2003). It should also be noted that in situations where the fluid is highly 

conductive, significant temperature gradients can be produced by Joule heating which therefore 

influences the fluid density resulting in the fluid being driven by natural convection (Morgan et al 

2003). For the purpose of this project, the electrical conductivity of the fluid medium is quite low 

(σ = 10.5e-7). It was demonstrated by Belisle et al. (2004) that despite neglecting electrothermal 

effects for de-ionized water, agreeable results between experimental and theoretical testing was 

possible. De-ionized water has an electrical conductivity which is 3 orders of magnitude greater 

than that of ethanol. The magnitude of the frequency of the applied potential is also outside of the 

range typically observed for electo-thermal flow (Morgan et al 2003). For both of the reasons 

presented, electro-thermal effects were not considered to be interfering with the ACEO flow and 

were therefore neglected in any simulation work. 

2.3.5 Brownian Motion and Gravitational Forces 

Two additional effects which may influence particle motion are Brownian motion and the 

gravitational forces acting on the tracer particles. Brownian motion is the random motion of 

suspended particles (Russell 1984). The interaction between particles colliding within a 

suspension could potentially contribute to the motion observed in device SP-1. One method for 

determining if the contribution of Brownian motion is negligible is by considering the Peclet 

number, which is a dimensionless ratio of diffusion time to convection time (Russell 1984). If the 
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Peclet number is much greater than 1, the Brownian motion forces may be neglected (Russell 

1984). The Peclet number is defined by the following ratio: 

Pe = ��
��

     (2.13) 

where a is the tracer particle radius, u is the fluid velocity, and Dc is the diffusion constant. For 

particles in fluid with a low Reynolds number, the Einstein-Stokes equation is used, 

D� =  ���
�	��     (2.14) 

where kb is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, η is dynamic viscosity and a is the particle 

radius. Table 2.1 below specifies the values used to calculate Pe; 

Table 2.1 - Parameters for calculating Peclet Number for device SP-1 

Particle radius, a 3e-6 m Given 

Fluid velocity, u 3.3e-4 m/s Given 

Diffusion constant, Dc 5.96e-14 m2/s Russel, 1984 

Temperature, T 293 K Room Temperature 

Dynamic Viscosity, η 1.2e-3 Pa·s Barthel et al 1993 

Peclet Number, Pe 16.61e3 Calculated 

 

Based on a value of 16.61e3 it can be assumed that the Brownian forces will not significantly 

impact the tracer particle motion. 

The gravitational forces acting on the tracer particles were considered in terms of the settling time 

for a tracer particle to reach the device surface. Stokes settling velocity equation was used to 

determine how quickly tracer particles will drift to the surface of the device SP-1 (Russell 1984); 

U �!!���" = ���(��� �)"
#�       (2.15) 
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where Usettling is the velocity with which a tracer particle travels towards the device surface, a is 

the tracer particle radius, ρp is the tracer particle density, ρ is the fluid density, g is the 

acceleration due to gravity and η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. 

Table 2.2 - Parameters for calculating Settling Velocity for device SP-1 

Particle radius, a 3e-6 m Given 

Particle density, ρp 1050 kg/m3 Belisle, 2006 

Fluid Density, ρ 789 kg/m3 Barthel et al 1993 

Acceleration due to Gravity, g 9.81 m/s2 Halliday et al 1997 

Dynamic Viscosity, η 1.2e-3 Ns/m2 Barthel et al 1993 

Particle Settling Velocity, Usettling 4.267 m/s Calculated 

 

From equation (2.15), a settling velocity of 4.28 µm/s was calculated, as shown in Table 2.2. 

Based on this value, and assuming no additional influence, the tracer particles will settle in 116 

seconds giving approximately 115 seconds before particles will settle onto the surface of the 

device. For this reason, the gravitational force may potentially influence the ability to thoroughly 

evaluate the device as particles may quickly collect along the microelectrode surface influencing 

device results. The velocity component due to gravity is negligible when compared to the 

maximum fluid velocities achieved (assuming velocities on the order of 270 µm/s (Ellerington et 

al 2004)). 

2.4 Alternating Current Electroosmosis theory expanded 

As previously explained, the ACEO phenomenon occurs when fluid ions collect near the surface 

of microelectrodes and are driven by coulomb forces and viscous drag such that re-circulating 

motion of the entire volume of fluid takes place (Ramos et al 1999).  Concepts important to the 
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understanding of this phenomenon will be expanded here with the first experimental 

demonstration of ACEO by Ramos et al. (1999) used as an example to further clarify these 

concepts.  The theory will then be expanded to explain how the introduction of an asymmetry, 

such as traveling wave ACEO (TWACEO), leads to a net fluid flow which is the phenomenon 

used for the device that is the focus of this study. 

2.4.1 Experimental Demonstration of ACEO 

The first experimental demonstration of ACEO performed by Ramos et al (1999) consisted of a 

pair of 100 µm wide microelectrodes, separated by a 25 µm wide gap. Opposite AC signals were 

applied to the microelectrode pair and the result was a re-circulating flow (please refer to Figure 

2.3).  

 

Figure 2.3 - Re-circulating fluid motion above a pair of oppositely charged microelectrodes 

including the coordinate system to reference (Ramos et al 1999). 

2.4.1.1 Electric Double Layer formation 

When considering the concept of the electric double layer with respect to the device of Ramos et 

al (1999), as the AC signal is applied to each microelectrode, an electric double layer forms 
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above each microelectrode due to ion attraction to the charged microelectrodes (Ramos et al 

1999).  Ions of opposite charge to each microelectrode are attracted to the microelectrode surfaces 

and form the two layers of the electric double layer as previously described (please refer to Figure 

2.2). Since an AC signal is being used, the electric double layer is constantly reversing its charge. 

Please refer to Figure 2.4 to consider the electric double layer as it pertains to the device 

presented by Ramos et al (1999). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.4 (a) – Showing EDL over Ramos et al (1999) device and (b) the same device 

illustrating the EDL after the polarity is reversed. 
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2.4.2 Ion Electric-Field Interactions 

The formation of the electric double layer occurs simultaneously with the formation of a non-

uniform electric field at the instant in time when the AC signal is applied.  This non-uniform 

electric field develops between the microelectrode pair and is composed of a normal component 

and tangential component (see Figure 2.5) (Ramos et al 1999). 

 

Figure 2.5 – ACEO device non-uniform electric field and it components 

The tangential component of this electric field induces a Coulomb force on the ions in the diffuse 

double layer, and this force drives the ions away from the 25 µm gap shown in Figure 2.5.  As the 

ions move away from this gap, viscous drag forces between the ions and the bulk fluid located 

further from the microelectrode surface results in a bulk fluid re-circulating motion (see Figure 

2.6). 
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Figure 2.6 – Velocity profile above microelectrode pair as distance h from microelectrode 

surface increases 

As these ions circulate above the microelectrodes, and due to the applied AC signal, the polarity 

of the microelectrodes is in a constant state of flux, and when the polarity of the microelectrodes 

is completely reversed, a new oppositely charged double layer is established at each 

microelectrode, however the polarity of the electric fields is also reversed therefore the Coulomb 

force remains in the same direction as before moving particles away from the 25 µm gap (see 

Figure 2.7) (Ramos et al 1999), and therefore the direction of the re-circulating flow is constant. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.7 - (a) As shown in Figure 2.5, Coulomb force is away from microelectrode gap and 

(b) when the polarity is reversed, the direction of the Coulomb force remains unchanged 

The magnitude of the velocity of this re-circulating flow depends on two parameters.  One is the 

magnitude of the applied AC potential.  As the magnitude of the AC potential increases, the 

magnitude of the fluid velocity, u, increases. The relationship between the two parameters is 

theorized to be such that u is approximately proportional to Vapp2 (Vapp being the magnitude of the 

applied AC potential) (Ramos et al 1999).  The second parameter is the frequency of the applied 
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AC signal. Through studying other devices tested, it has become clear that every ACEO 

micropump/working fluid pair have a characteristic AC signal frequency at which maximum 

pumping velocity can be achieved (Ramos et al 2008, Ellerington et al 2004, Belisle et al 2006).  

Li et al. (2008) and Ramos et al. (1999) have previously discussed this characteristic frequency as 

a function of both the device geometry and the working fluid parameters for which the maximum 

fluid velocity is achieved for a given AC potential (Figure 2.8 a). If the applied AC signal 

frequency increases beyond this characteristic frequency, the ions in the electric double layer do 

not have sufficient time to arrange themselves (Figure 2.8 b), and the velocity tends to zero (Li et 

al. 2008).  If the applied AC signal frequency decreases below this characteristic frequency, the 

ions increasingly screen out the tangential electric field (Figure 2.8 c), and the velocity again 

tends to zero (Li et al. 2008).  Please refer to Figure 2.8 (Li et al. 2008). 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2.8 - The electric field established at (a) the characteristic AC signal frequency, (b) 

an AC signal frequency much greater than the characteristic AC signal frequency,  and (c) 

an AC signal frequency much less than the characteristic AC signal frequency 

2.5 Travelling Wave AC Electroosmosis 

One method of producing an asymmetry as described by Ajdari (2000) is known as traveling 

wave ACEO (TWACEO) and is accomplished by introducing a phase shift to AC signals applied 
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to each microelectrode in a device.  Figure 2.9 illustrates the magnitude of the potential at three 

different electrodes as time progresses, with the peak potential occurring at each successive 

electrode. 

 

Figure 2.9 – Change in potential over time for 3 microelectrode array 

In Figure 2.9 above, the AC signals applied to microelectrodes 1, 2 and 3 are applied at a specific 

frequency ω, and their phases are shifted by 0º, 120º and 240º respectively. This is an example of 

3-phase TWACEO. It was hypothesized and later proven that the application of a travelling wave 

of potential for a given AC signal frequency within an appropriate range; ions in the diffuse 

double layer would experience a peak net displacement in one direction and be driven across the 

surface of the entire microelectrode array (Ramos et al 2008, Ellerington et al 2004, Belisle et al 

2006). Figure 2.10 illustrates the flow profile that TWACEO creates. 
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Figure 2.10 – Velocity profile for a travelling wave applied to a microelectrode array; u 

tends to zero as h tends toward ∞ 

It should also be noted that swapping the phase shift applied to any two microelectrodes in a 

three-phase microelectrode array reverses the direction of the net force on fluid ions (Ellerington 

et al 2004, Belisle et al 2006). Figure 2.11 illustrates how the change in the applied phase shift 

affects the location of peak potentials over time and therefore the direction of the net flow. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 2.11 - (a) Figure 2.9 with V1, V2 and V3 peaking in order, and (b) the phase shift 

swapped between electrode 1 and 2 and therefore peaking occurs in the order V2, V1 and 

V3, therefore reversing the direction of the flow. 

Reversing the flow using this technique has been demonstrated by Ellerington et al. (2004) and 

Belisle et al (2006) and is a very simple method of providing the user with an added level of flow 

control. 

2.6 Fluid Dynamics 

2.6.1 Navier Stokes equations 

For the purpose of this theoretical analysis, the equations of motion for viscous fluids were used 

to calculate the velocity of the fluid at steady state within the entire subdomain specified apart 

from boundary and initial conditions specified, and specifically for fluid far from the 

microelectrode surfaces. These equations of motion for viscous fluids with constant density and 

viscosity are known as the Navier-Stokes equations and when combined with the incompressible 

continuity relation there are 4 unknowns and 4 equations and they are the following (White 

1994): 
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ρg� −  $%$� +  μ �$��$�� + $��$&� +  $��$��� =  ρ �$�$! +  u $�$� +  v $�
$& +  w $�

$�� (2.16 a) 

ρg& −  $%$& +  μ �$�'$�� +  $�'$&� +  $�'$��� =  ρ �$'$& +  u $'$� +  v $'
$& +  w $'

$��  (2.16 b) 

ρg� −  $%$� +  μ �$��$�� +  $��$&� + $��$�� � =  ρ �$�$! +  u $�$� +  v $�
$& +  w $�

$�� (2.16 c) 

$�
$! +  $

$� �ρu� +  $
$& �ρv� +  $

$� �ρw� =  0     (2.16 d) 

The variables specified in the equation above are as follows; ρ is the density of the fluid under 

observation, g is the acceleration due to gravity in each direction, p is the hydrostatic pressure, μ 

is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid under observation and u, v and w are the x-, y- and z-
components respectively for the fluid velocity. 

The analysis performed assumed the device would not vary along the z-direction, the acceleration 

due to gravity acts completely in the y-direction and the fluid has constant density, therefore the 

equations could be simplified to the following (White 1994): 

− $%$� +  μ �$��$�� +  $��$&�� =  ρ �$�$! +  u $�$� +  v $�
$&�   (2.17 a) 

ρg& −  $%$& +  μ �$�'$�� +  $�'$&�� =  ρ �$'$& +  u $'$� +  v $'
$&�  (2.17 b) 

 $�$� +  $'$& = 0        (2.17 c) 

Further simplifications can be made to the Navier-Stokes equations based on the magnitude of the 

Reynolds number calculated for the microfluidic devices being tested which will indicate which 

terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are dominant (Hughes et al 1999).  
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2.6.2 Reynolds Number 

The Reynolds number is a dimensionless parameter that consists of a ratio of inertial to viscous 

forces and is calculated using the formula below (White 1994): 

R� =  � � �
�       2.18) 

where ρ is density of the working liquid, L is a characteristic length for the device, u is the x-

component of the fluid velocity and μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. 

Generally, it has been observed that for values of Re much greater than 1, then the inertial forces 

dominate, however if the value for Re is much less than 1, then it is the viscous forces which 

dominate (Hughes et al 1999). For microscale devices, inertial forces tend to be negligible due to 

the velocity and length scales involved, and this has been found for Reynold’s numbers much less 

than the range of 1800 to 2000 (Sharp et al 2004). 

Using the parameters in Table 2.3 to calculate the Reynolds number for the maximum velocities 

observed during this experiment, the following Reynolds number was obtained: 

Table 2.3 - Parameters for calculating Reynold's number for device SP-1 

Fluid Density, ρ 789 kg/m3 Barthel et al 1993 

Fluid Velocity, u 3.3e-4 m/s Given 

Characteristic Length, L 1.8e-5 m Given 

Dynamic Viscosity, μ 1.2e-3 Pa·s Barthel et al 1993 

Reynolds Number, Re 3.9154e-3 Calculated 

 

The velocity used for this calculation was the maximum fluid velocity obtained during 

experimental testing of device SP-1 and the characteristic length chosen is equivalent to one 
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wavelength of the travelling wave across the array (3 microelectrodes and 3 microelectrode gaps). 

With Re having a magnitude of 3.9154e-3 it can be assumed that the viscous forces will dominate. 

2.6.3 Stokes Flow equations 

Based on the value obtained for the Reynold’s number, the Navier-Stokes equations can be 

simplified to neglect the inertial terms, and since there are no externally applied body forces 

(electrothermal), the equations 2.14a, b and c simplify to the following (Green et al 2002); 

− $%$� +  μ �$��$�� +  $��$&�� =  0    (2.19 a) 

ρg& −  $%$& +  μ �$�'$�� +  $�'$&�� =  0   (2.19 b) 

$�
$� +  $'$& = 0      (2.19 c) 

The method with which these equations will be used in theoretical analysis will be further 

explained later in this report. 

2.7 Theoretical Analysis 

2.7.1 Finite Element Method and COMSOL MultiphysicsTM  

The theoretical analysis of the microfluidic device reported here was completed using the finite 

element method. The finite element method uses geometries discretized into nodes and elements 

to solve differential equations using numerical methods. Initial conditions and boundary 

conditions are applied and an iterative process of converging on a solution to these equations is 

performed (Moaveni et al 1999). The differential equations used are based on principles of nature 

and fundamental laws and are applied across simplified control volumes or subdomains (Moaveni 

et al 1999). There are several techniques available for improving the quality of an FEM model 
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(Moaveni et al 1999), and the techniques employed during this project will be presented in later 

chapters. 

The software chosen to perform the FEM theoretical analysis was COMSOL Multiphysics™ 

version 3.5 (Burlington, Mass). COMSOL allows the user to combine laws and principles in 

theoretical analyses in order to create “coupled” mathematical models. For the purpose of this 

experiment a “coupled” model is the use of a mathematical model which uses the results from an 

electrostatic analysis to solve the fluid dynamic equations of motion to find the fluid velocity in 

an ACEO device using the electric potential at the microelectrode surfaces. Therefore it is 

necessary to solve for the electrostatic potential through the control volume first, and using those 

results, calculate the fluid velocity and pressures throughout the control volume. COMSOL 

Multiphysics ™ has unique pre-defined modules and tools developed specifically for MEMS 

research and development making simulations simpler to develop with the use of custom 

boundary conditions and a library of material properties. 

2.8 Summary 

Through the use of the device consisting of a pair of microelectrodes designed by Ramos et al. 

(1999), a few general relevant electrostatic and fluid dynamic concepts, electrokinetic effects, the 

electrical double layer, ACEO, TWACEO, the Finite Element Method and COMSOL 

Multiphysics theory and background was presented.  These key concepts represent the foundation 

for the theoretical and experimental work done throughout this project. 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review and Background 

3.1 Introduction 

Over the past decade, electrokinetic experimental and theoretical research and development has 

become more focused on devices employing specific electrokinetic phenomena to facilitate a 

number of applications: the movement of fluids and micro-scale particles (Ramos et al 2005 I, 

Urbanski et al 2007), particle separation and sorting (Bligh et al 2008). One of the most common 

effects utilized for fluid motion is AC electroosmosis (ACEO). Research currently being done on 

ACEO can be traced back to two projects. The first was completed by Ramos et al (1999) and 

involved testing performed with a microelectrode pair which produced a re-circulating flow. The 

second was work by Ajdari (2000), who proposed that microelectrode arrays with an asymmetry 

introduced to either the applied potential or the microelectrode geometry can induce a net flow. 

This hypothesis resulted in ACEO research expanding in several different directions. Examples of 

device designs which Ajdari’s research spawned were: 

• arrays of microelectrodes with an asymmetry present in the microelectrode geometry 

(Ramos et al 2003, Cahill et al 2004, Urbanski et al 2007), or, 

• arrays consisting of identically sized and spaced microelectrodes with an asymmetrically 

applied AC signal (Cahill et al 2005, Ellerington et al 2004, Ramos et al 2005 I). 

Physical models and computer simulations based on them often relate these ACEO devices to a 

capacitor-resistor-capacitor in series (or some other equivalent circuit) to analyze device design 

concepts and evaluate against experimental device testing (Ramos et al 1999, Green et al 2002, 

Cahill et al 2004, Brown et al 2000).  Presently, a theoretical model perfectly describing the 
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ACEO phenomenon has not been developed (Urbanski et al 2007, Bazant et al 2009, Bazant et al 

2010). Several models have been developed that have found success in predicting the flow profile 

and the AC signal frequency at which the maximum pumping velocity can be achieved. These 

models employ simplifying assumptions which affect the models accuracy for predicting the 

magnitude of the fluid velocity.  One of these assumptions has been the use of the linearized 

Poisson-Boltzmann (Debye-Huckel) equations, presented in Chapter 2, which limit the 

application to applied voltages less than or equal to 25 mV.  Typical ACEO devices operated at a 

minimum applied potential on the order of 1 Vpp. Two theoretical models relevant to the device 

tested in this project will be presented and assumptions made for these models will be 

summarized (Ramos et al 1999, Gonzalez et al 2000, Green et al 2002, Urbanski et al 2007). 

Relevant devices designed and tested, and the models used to evaluate those designs will also be 

discussed. Finally, the experimental methods employed to measure the ACEO fluid velocity used 

by others, and selected for use in this project will also be discussed. 

3.2 Two fundamental discoveries 

Two research projects which laid the foundation for future work in developing ACEO 

microfluidic devices were performed by Ramos et al (1999) and Ajdari (2000). The first project 

was the first experimental demonstration of ACEO recirculating flow (Ramos et al 1999), and the 

second was the postulation by Ajdari (2000) that by introducing an asymmetry to a 

microelectrode array, a net-force will be induced on the ions in the electric double layer, and 

therefore induce a net fluid flow. In this section a review of the analysis performed and results 

from device testing completed as part of these two projects will be further discussed. 
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3.2.1 Experimental demonstration of recirculating flow over a microelectrode pair 

3.2.1.1 Ramos Slip Velocity model 

The first experimental demonstration of ACEO devices began with the testing and theoretical 

analysis by Ramos et al (1999) of a pair of oppositely charged 100 µm wide microelectrodes 

separated by a gap width of 25 µm. This device produced a re-circulating fluid motion between 

two electrodes and fluid travelled away from the 25 µm gap as illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. 

 

Figure 3.1 – Microelectrode pair with velocity measurements taken a distance x from the 

microelectrode gap 

Fluid velocity was measured with respect to the position of a particle along the microelectrode 

surface a distance x from the center of the microelectrode gap. A detailed review of the 

experimental results first discussed by Ramos et al (1999) for this device was completed by 

Green et al (2000). The device was tested with three aqueous solutions of potassium chloride; A, 

B and C with varying magnitudes of electrical conductivity. The conductivity of solution A was 
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2.1 × 10-3 S/m, solution B was 8.6 × 10-3 S/M and the conductivity of solution C was 8.4 × 10-2 

S/m. The device was tested using each solution and for a range of applied AC potentials; 1 Vpp, 2 

Vpp and 5 Vpp, varying the applied AC signal frequency between 10 Hz and 10,000 Hz. Two 

different fluorescent sub-micrometer tracer particles made of latex were used to measure the fluid 

velocity, with diameters of 557 nm and 216 nm. 

A theoretical model was developed which calculated fluid slip velocity in the x-direction at the 

microelectrode surface. This numerical model will be referred to as the Ramos slip velocity 

model. The equation for calculating the ACEO slip velocity is listed in equation 3.1; 

u ��% =  �(  
)��*�
��	(�+ *�)�      (3.1) 

where � is the electrolyte permittivity, �� is the applied AC potential, � is the electrolyte viscosity 

and x is the position relative to the center of the microelectrode gap (Green et al 2000). Ω is the 

non-dimensional frequency and is defined as follows; 

Ω =  ωx 
,  	� λ     (3.2) 

where ω is the AC signal frequency (rad/s), σ is the electrolyte electrical conductivity (Green et 

al 2000) and λ is the Debye length. 

This numerical model treated the device as a capacitor-resistor-capacitor in series and calculated 

the fluid velocity as a function of applied AC potential, AC signal frequency, device geometry 

and fluid properties. Using this model and the experimental results from device testing, Ramos et 

al (1999) and Green et al (2000) documented the effects of varying fluid conductivity, AC 

potential, AC signal frequency and microelectrode array geometry on fluid velocity and the AC 

signal frequency for peak fluid velocity, and a summary of these trends is provided in Table 3.1. 
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The results obtained from experimental testing lined up well with theoretical results with respect 

to the AC signal frequency for maximum fluid velocity (Ramos et al 1999, Green et al 2000). 

Table 3.1 – Theoretical relationship between device input and output Ramos et al (1999), 

Green et al (2000) 

Input Parameter 
Change to Input 

parameter 

Change to Output 

(Fluid Velocity 

Magnitude, u) 

Change to Output 

(Frequency at 

which umax occurs) 

Electrode 

Size/Spacing 

Increase Decrease Decrease 

Decrease Increase Increase 

Applied Voltage 
Increase Increase ≈ Vapp

2 No change 

Decrease Decrease ≈ Vapp
2 No change 

Fluid Conductivity 
Increase Decrease Increase 

Decrease Increase Decrease 

AC signal 

frequency 

Increase Dependent on 

characteristic frequency 

of device-fluid pair. 

Velocity tends to zero 

above and below this 

frequency. 

N/A 

Decrease N/A 

 

3.2.1.2 Coupled ACEO numerical model 

The same microelectrode pair was further analyzed by Green et al (2002) who developed a more 

sophisticated numerical model in which the electrostatic and fluid dynamic equations were 
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coupled to determine fluid velocity and the AC signal frequency to achieve peak fluid velocity, 

further referred to in this report as the coupled ACEO numerical model.  The method in which 

these equations were coupled was by first solving for the potential drop across the electrical 

double layer using equation 3.3; 

����  ∙ (	
) =  ��  �� ����
���

�    (3.3) 

where φ is the potential at a point in the bulk electrolyte at or beyond the outer edge of the diffuse 

layer of the electrical double layer, Vapp is the applied AC potential (Green et al 2002). ZDL is the 

impedance of the double layer and is defined as; 

Z�� =  �
�����

      (3.4) 

where CDL is the double layer capacitance and is defined as (Green et al 2002): 

C�� =  ��      (3.5) 

It should be noted that for the purpose of this analysis the double layer capacitance behaves as an 

ideal capacitor. A more complicated circuit could be assumed but a better physical understanding 

of the system would be needed to find a start point. Using these equations to define the boundary 

conditions at the microelectrode surfaces, the potential across the entire subdomain was solved 

and used to calculate the velocity of the fluid along the microelectrode surface at the outer surface 

of the diffuse layer as well as throughout the entire subdomain (Green et al 2002) using equation 

3.6; 

〈u〉 =  − �
��Λ ���  �φ − V�����    (3.6) 

where 〈u〉 is the time averaged x-component (tangential to the electrode surface) of the fluid 

velocity (Green et al 2002). 
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This coupled ACEO numerical model was further refined to account for the ratio of the potential 

drop across the diffuse layer to the potential drop across the entire electrical double layer, Λ 

(Green et al 2002). Experimentally Green et al (2002) discovered that by measuring the 

impedances throughout the electrical double layer the aforementioned ratio could be obtained. 

When considering that when using fluids of varying electrical conductivity and for different 

applied voltages, it was found that the value for Λ varied very little for all positions along the 

microelectrode surface, it suggests this factor improves the accuracy of the coupled numerical 

model (Green et al 2002). This new coupled model was found capable of predicting qualitative 

results, but in addition, through a comparison of the calculated fluid velocity predictions with the 

actual fluid velocity results found during testing, this ACEO coupled numerical model 

demonstrated significant improvement when compared to the Ramos slip velocity model (Green 

et al 2002). 

3.2.1.3 Simplifying assumptions for numerical models 

Many of the assumptions made for both models are quite similar. They have been nicely 

summarized by Urbanski et al (2007) and will be presented here. First, the microelectrodes are 

assumed to be sufficiently wide in the transverse direction (z-direction) to reduce the device to a 

two-dimensional microelectrode array and allow for ignoring edge effects at the microelectrode 

edges (Urbanski et al 2007). It is also assumed that the microelectrode array can be approximated 

by an array consisting of one complete cycle (Urbanski et al 2007). For example, a 3-phase 

TWACEO device would be reduced to 3 microelectrodes with periodic boundary conditions. The 

Debye-Huckel approximation described in Chapter 2 is used, which is only presently justified for 

small applied voltages (V << kbT/e ≈ 25 mV) (Urbanski et al 2007). This approximation has 

been widely used (Ramos et al 1999, Brown et al 2000, Green et al 2002, Ramos et al 2003), and 
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while it is common that ACEO devices employ much larger voltages, this model has produced 

good qualitative agreement (frequency dependence) and occasionally accurate quantitative results 

(Urbanski et al 2007). 

The upper surface of the microelectrode (see Figure 3.2) is the location where the electric double 

layer occurs, and for the purpose of the simulation model, the upper surface of the boundary is 

being treated as the outer edge of the diffuse layer of the electric double layer since this thickness 

commonly is significantly smaller than that of the microelectrode (Urbanski et al 2007). The non-

microelectrode surfaces are being treated as insulators, and are considered inert and 

nonpolarizable (Urbanski et al 2007). 

 

Figure 3.2 – Upper surface of microelectrode and non-microelectrode surfaces 

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the equations of fluid motion to be used in a typical ACEO 

analysis are the Stokes flow equations due to the flow regime in which these devices tend to 

operate (Urbanski et al 2007). The ACEO slip velocity formula (equation 3.6) is derived from the 

Helmholtz-Smoluchowski formula and provides a slip velocity boundary condition at the upper 

surface of the microelectrode in the fluid dynamic subdomain (Urbanski et al 2007). Several 

assumptions have been made which involve simplifying or neglecting certain effects which are 

known to occur in ACEO testing, and these shall be discussed here. 
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Gonzalez et al (2000) provided justification for neglecting convection current when calculating 

electric current density. This is due to the fact that the ratio of convection current to conduction 

current is extremely small (Gonzalez et al 2000). By neglecting the convection current, this 

allows the electrostatic portion of the numerical model to be solved independently of velocity 

equations, and for the electrical potential to be inserted into the fluid motion equations (Gonzalez 

et al 2000). 

Additionally, the equations used to describe this system assume the fluid medium is a 

symmetrical strong electrolyte. Gonzalez et al (2000) along with other authors (Cahill et al 2004, 

Ubanski et al 2007) have used potassium chloride as the fluid medium which has produced 

agreeable qualitative results between experimental testing and theoretical analysis. Ellerington et 

al (2004) and Belisle et al (2006) have demonstrated that de-ionized water can also be 

theoretically studied with this model and produce agreeable qualitative results. Part of the scope 

of this project is to determine if a non-electrolytic fluid such as ethanol can be pumped using a 

microelectrode array, and if the numerical model established by Green et al (2002) can be used to 

predict the behavior of ethanol and produce results that are consistent with those reported from 

experimentation. Due to the polar nature of the hydroxyl group contained in ethanol it is 

hypothesized that a net flow may be produced. 

Nonlinear electrochemical effects have been studied to improve the accuracy of the ACEO 

numerical model with regards to predicting the maximum achievable fluid velocity and 

previously observed reversible flow at higher AC signal frequencies (Bazant et al 2004, Chu et al 

2006, Bazant et al 2009, Bazant et al 2010). The consideration of these effects in relation to the 

numerical model is considered outside of the scope of this project, therefore Debye length 

approximations combined with steric effects resulting in concentration gradients, viscosity and 
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permittivity gradients and Faradaic reactions are being neglected. The potential for inaccurate 

results due to these effects will be discussed later in this report. 

3.2.2 Asymmetry 

The phenomenon of ACEO in the earliest microelectrode device tested produced re-circulating 

flow (Ramos et al 1999) as previously presented.  Ajdari (2000) postulated that the introduction 

of a spatially (See Figure 3.3) or phase shifted asymmetry to an ACEO device would result in a 

net flow. 

 

Figure 3.3 – Periodic asymmetric microelectrode arrays proposed by Ajdari (2000) to 

generate a uni-directional net fluid flow 

Along with this proposal for net flow, Ajdari developed models for two different microelectrode 

configurations. The first was for a microelectrode array composed of symmetric interdigitated 

microelectrodes with an asymmetrically applied AC signal. The second model was for a 

microelectrode array composed of asymmetric microelectrodes. Both models were derived based 

on the assumption that the electrical double layer which formed above the microelectrodes 

behaved in a capacitive manner, and the fluid medium behaved in a resistive manner (Ajdari 

2000). The numerical models presented by Ajdari (2000) supported this claim and proved 
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numerically that a net fluid velocity was possible and there is an AC signal frequency at which a 

peak fluid velocity could occur in a device with a geometric or applied AC signal asymmetry but 

no experimental validation for these methods were reported. 

3.3 Asymmetric Applied AC Signals – Travelling Wave ACEO 

The hypothesis that an asymmetrically applied potential is capable of producing a net fluid flow 

in an ACEO device inspired new research and device development. Several asymmetrically 

applied voltage devices were designed and tested demonstrating net microfluidic flows 

(Ellerington et al 2004, Cahill et al 2004, Ramos et al 2005 I, Belisle et al 2006). These devices 

accomplished net flow through the use of a phenomenon known as traveling-wave (TW) ACEO 

which was previously explained in Chapter 2. 

Ellerington et al. (2004) used a linear micro-electrode array design to achieve 3-phase TWACEO. 

Three similar device designs were fabricated in order to produce a linear net flow. The difference 

between each device could be found in the device geometry, specifically in the microelectrode 

widths. Devices consisting of microelectrodes with widths of 2, 3 and 4 µm and equivalent gap 

widths between each microelectrode were fabricated using the PolyMUMPS microfabrication 

process (Memscap, 2005). The linear device with 3 µm wide microelectrodes was capable of 

producing a fluid velocity of 280 µm/s with an applied AC potential of 7.5 Vpp (pp - peak to peak) 

with an AC signal frequency of approximately 5 kHz. Please refer to Figure 3.4 for an illustration 

of the device designed by Ellerington et al (2004). 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 3.4 – (a) linear microelectrode array and (b) an enhanced view illustrating the design 

features which allowed 3-phase travelling wave to be used in a linear device - illustration 

from Ellerington et al (2004) 

To confirm experimental results, Ellerington et al (2004) used the Ramos slip velocity model 

presented earlier in this chapter (Ramos et al 1999). The experimental and theoretical results for 

AC signal frequency at which the maximum pumping velocity occurred were found to be in 

agreement. Similar trends to those observed by Ramos et al (1999, 2000 I) were also observed in 

this work. 

Ramos et al (2005 I) developed a linear 4-phase TWACEO device composed of a linear 

microelectrode array. The microelectrode widths were 20 µm wide and the gap between adjacent 

microelectrodes was also 20 µm in width. The liquid pumped by this device was an aqueous 

solution of potassium chloride with an electrical conductivity of 2 mS/m. This linear array was 

capable of producing a fluid velocity of 150 µm/s at a height of 20 µm above the microelectrode 

surface (Ramos et al 2005 I) at an amplitude of 4.8 Vpp. The AC signal frequency at which 
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maximum fluid velocity occurs was determined numerically to be 2 kHz, however the maximum 

achievable fluid velocity for this frequency was not reported. Please refer to Figure 3.5 for an 

illustration of the 4-phase ACEO device design by Ramos et al (2005 I). 

 

Figure 3.5 - 4-phase ACEO device design - illustration from Ramos et al (2005 I) 

To analyze this device, Ramos et al (2005 I) used the coupled ACEO numerical model presented 

earlier in this chapter (Green et al 2002). The experimental and theoretical results for AC signal 

frequency at which the maximum pumping velocity occurred were in close agreement, as each 

method produced an AC signal frequency for maximum velocity of 2 kHz. The fluid flow profile 

was also in agreement when experimental and theoretical results were compared. The quantitative 

simulation results were not presented (normalized) possibly due to a disagreement with 

experimental results however the true reason is unclear. 

3.4 User controlled reversible flow 

One particular advantage of TWACEO was demonstrated by Ellerington et al. (2004). It was 

demonstrated for a device using 3-phase TWACEO to create a net fluid flow and that it is also 

capable of providing user-controlled reversible flow (Ellerington et al 2004). The phenomenon of 
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TWACEO was presented in Chapter 2, and the concept will be briefly revisited here. TWACEO 

is accomplished by introducing a phase shift between the potential applied to a microelectrode 

array. Referring to Figure 3.6, it can be seen that for each trio of microelectrodes a unique phase 

shift is applied to each microelectrode and the direction of this wave of potential travels in the 

same direction in which the net flow occurs. 

 

Figure 3.6 – Travelling wave ACEO using a 3-phase travelling wave 

The user controlled reversible flow is made available by changing which microelectrodes each 

phase shift is applied to. As stated in chapter 2, if the phase shift applied to any two 

microelectrodes in the trio is swapped, it will produce a net flow in the opposite direction, and is 

illustrated in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 - Travelling wave ACEO flow direction reversed by swapping the phase shift 

applied to microelectrode 1 and microelectrode 2 through V1 and V2 

The fluid velocities observed in the situations illustrated in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 are no 

different other than a change in the direction of the flow (Ellerington et al 2004). For other 

devices where reversible pumping has been observed the peak fluid velocity magnitude 

achievable in one direction is not always matched in the opposite direction (Ramos et al 2005 I, 

Urbanski et al 2007).  It should also be noted that this additional functionality makes a 3-phase 

TWACEO device an attractive candidate for bio-medical devices or for transporting samples on a 

lab-on-a-chip device (Laser et al 2004). 
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3.5 Unique microelectrode array device geometries 

Linear microelectrode arrays were commonly used in early ACEO experimentation work (Ramos 

et al 2005 I, Ellerington et al 2004, Brown et al 2000). Two devices with unique geometries were 

designed and evaluated (Cahill et al 2004, Belisle et al 2006) and inspired the design of the 

device evaluated as part of this project. 

Cahill et al (2004) developed a circular spiral device using 4-phase travelling wave ACEO 

pumping fluid towards and away from the center of the device. The device produced peak 

velocities of approximately 200 µm/s with 1 Vpp applied at an AC signal frequency of 

approximately 175 kHz (Cahill et al 2004). This device used an aqueous potassium chloride 

solution as the fluid medium. The layout for the microelectrode array was such that each 

microelectrode was 0.75 µm wide and each adjacent microelectrode was separated by a gap of 

0.75 µm. Please refer to Figure 3.8 for an illustration of this device. 

 

Figure 3.8 - (a) the overall circular spiral device and (b) a scanning electron microscope 

image of the central region of the device – images from Cahill et al (2004) 
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Cahill et al (2004) developed two separate theoretical models for the analysis of their device. The 

first model was a low frequency model derived in a similar fashion to how Ajdari (2000) derived 

his numerical model making similar assumptions about frequency, the Debye length regarding the 

capacitive nature of the electric double layer and the resistive nature of the fluid medium  (Cahill 

et al 2004). The second model was a high frequency model which was developed due to the AC 

signal frequency range that was explored during experimental testing (Cahill et al 2004). Upon 

comparing experimental and theoretical data, it was clear that the numerical model was able to 

predict qualitative trends such as streaming direction, the relationship between velocity and 

applied potential, and how the AC signal frequency at which peak velocity occurs varies with 

conductivity, similar to the Ramos slip velocity model.  

Belisle et al (2006) developed a device for producing circular fluid motion around the centre of a 

device. Please refer to Figure 3.9 for an illustration of the device. 

 

Figure 3.9 – Microelectrode array producing circular flow – image from Belisle et al 2006 
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It was fabricated using the PolyMUMPS process (Memscap, 2005) and the overall size of the 

device was 2mm by 2mm with a ceiling height of 500 µm. Similar to the device tested by 

Ellerington et al (2004) the device used a 3-phase travelling wave to generate fluid motion, and 

the microelectrodes which made up the microelectrode array were 0.5 µm thick and 2 µm wide. 

The device was tested using de-ionized water with 5 µm diameter microspheres suspended within 

the solution. A peak fluid velocity was found between 40-50 µm/s at 6 Vpp and for an applied AC 

signal frequency of 10 kHz. 

To theoretically predict the experimental results, Belisle et al (2006) used the Ramos slip velocity 

model presented earlier in this chapter (Ramos et al 1999). This model was again capable of 

producing qualitatively similar results to those seen in testing. 

3.6 Experimental method – tracer particles 

A common method for measuring the fluid velocity of the liquid medium being pumped across a 

microelectrode array is by capturing digital images of micro and sub-microparticles as they are 

forced across the array while suspended in the liquid medium. Using the time between image 

captures, and by measuring particle displacement in consecutive images, a particle velocity may 

be obtained, which is also the fluid velocity. This technique has been used by several researchers 

(Ramos et al 1999, Ellerington et al 2004, Belisle et al 2006) with success. 

To be certain the microparticles will follow the fluid, and there will be no relative motion 

between particles and fluid, Belisle et al (2006) calculated the Stokes number, which is the ratio 

of particle relaxation time to characteristic flow time, and can be seen in equation 3.7 below; 

Stk =  �����-
�(�.        (3.7) 
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where ρp is particle density, Dp is particle diameter, U is fluid velocity, η is dynamic viscosity and 

L is the characteristic length (Belisle et al 2006). For there to be no relative motion, Stk << 1 is 

expected (Belisle et al 2006). Please refer to Table 3.2 for a summary of the Stokes number 

calculation. 

Table 3.2 – Parameters for calculating Stokes number for device under observation using 

ethanol as the operating fluid 

Particle Density, ρp 1 050 kg/m3 Belisle, 2006 

Particle Diameter, Dp 6e-6 m Given 

Velocity, U 3e-4 m/s Given 

Dynamic Viscosity ethanol, η 1.2e-3 Pa·s Barthel et al 1993 

Characteristic Length, L 1.8e-5 m  Given 

Stokes Number, Stk 3.22 e-5 Calculated 

 

With a value of 3.22 e-5 (which is much less than 1), it can be assumed that the particle motion 

will be an accurate demonstration of the fluid motion. 

3.7 Summary 

Overall, the experimental work that is most relevant to this project is the work done by 

Ellerington et al (2004), as this device which used 3um wide electrodes closely resembles the 

device used in this project, and it will be further discussed in the discussion section of this report. 

Please refer to the Table 3.3 for a summary of the design and performance results for the devices 

reviewed in this chapter. 
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Table 3.3 – Summary of devices reviewed through this chapter. 

Structure Fluid 

Medium 

Applied 

Voltage 

(Vpp) 

AC signal 

Freq (Hz) 

Fluid 

Velocity 

(µm/s) 

Ref. 

      

Re-circulating 

device 

Potassium 

Chloride 

5 200 575 Green et al 

2000 

Linear device 

3µm wide electrodes 

3µm wide gaps 

De-

ionized 

water 

7.5 ≈ 5 000 280 Ellerington 

et al 2004 

Linear device 

20µm wide electrodes 

20µm wide gaps 

Potassium 

Chloride 

1.5 2 000 70 Ramos et 

al 2005 I 

Circular spiral device 

0.75µm wide electrodes 

0.75µm wide gaps 

Potassium 

Chloride 

0.5 175 000 ≈ 200 Cahill et al 

2004 

Rotary device 

3µm wide electrodes 

3µm wide gaps 

De-

ionized 

water 

4-7 10 000 ≈ 40-50 Belisle et 

al 2006 

 

 In terms of theoretical models, the model developed and refined by Green et al (2002) was the 

model selected for use in this study due to the fact that it was qualitatively accurate and 

demonstrated a significant improvement in quantitative results (Green et al 2002) compared with 
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previous methods. This model will be further reviewed in chapter 4. The phenomenon of 

TWACEO has been experimentally demonstrated to produce flows on the order of hundreds of 

micrometers per second with minimal applied voltage. This has been accomplished in devices 

using different device layouts, fluid mediums, applied electric potential in terms of the number of 

phases and the magnitude and the AC signal frequency ranges. The two primary purposes of this 

project was first to make use of the experimental results and theoretical analyses of these 

previously published papers to optimize the design and development of a novel TWACEO device 

capable of comparable flow rates to devices currently being evaluated or better, and to develop a 

simulation framework to quantify results and assist in the evaluation of future design concepts. 

The accomplishments of these authors were useful in aiding in the development of a design which 

maximized device performance based on previously observed trends (Ramos et al 1999, Green et 

al 2000, Ellerington et al 2004), the selection of a theoretical model that has been observed to 

produce excellent device performance estimates (Green et al 2002) and providing an adequate 

test method (Ellerington et al 2004, Belisle et al 2006). 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation Framework 

4.1 Theoretical Simulation Introduction 

One goal of this project was to apply a previously developed theoretical model (Green et al 2002) 

to extract as much information as possible from analysis results to compare with experimental test 

results. Secondly, an improved understanding of theoretical ACEO models would aide in the 

assessment of future ACEO microfluidic array design concepts.  The rationale behind why the 

model developed by Green et al (2002) was selected was based on two main reasons.  First, it has 

accurately predicted such micropump attributes as the AC signal frequency for maximum 

pumping velocity for specific ACEO micropumping device geometries/fluid medium 

combinations (Green et al 2002, Ramos et al. 2003, Ramos et al 2005 I, Urbanski et al 2007) and 

realistic flow profiles when applied to a CFD model (Ramos et al 2005 I, Urbanski et al 2007).  

The second reason for evaluating this model is because it has been demonstrated to be adaptable 

to several different ACEO devices (Green et al 2002, Ramos et al. 2003, Ramos et al 2005 I, 

Urbanski et al 2007), which provides the accuracy and adaptability necessary for screening and 

refining new design concepts.  The limitations of this specific model, which are similar to the 

limitations found in other ACEO theoretical models (Ramos et al 1999, Ajdari 2000, Cahill et al 

2004), are exposed when predicting the magnitude of the fluid velocity due to several simplifying 

assumptions made which were outlined in chapter 3. The impact of these assumptions on fluid 

velocity predictions will be discussed later in Chapter 6.  

The theoretical model evaluated in this project was to be examined in numerous ways. Firstly a 

comparison between the simulated frequency at which maximum fluid velocity was achieved and 
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the experimental frequency at which it occurred was made. Second, the theoretical flow profile 

produced was compared to a previously obtained theoretical flow profiles on similar traveling-

wave ACEO devices, in this case the profile reported by Ramos et al (2005 I). Additionally, the 

theoretical fluid velocity magnitudes were compared to the experimentally observed results to 

determine the suitability of the chosen ACEO model. It was therefore necessary to use a 

theoretical model which had previously reported this information as well as a simulation tool that 

could deliver these results and could be applied to specific design concepts generated in the 

future. 

In this chapter, the model developed by Green et al (2002) will be presented in detail along with 

the method in which it is applied to the device SP-1. Many of the assumptions discussed in 

Chapter 3 will be discussed here as they apply to this project, and any additional assumptions 

made will be presented. It should be noted that due to the 3-dimensional characteristics of SP-1 

some of the commonly used assumptions discussed in Chapter 3 may not be acceptable for 

approximating a 2-dimensional simulation model. Those specific situations will be addressed, 

along with justification for the validity of these assumptions for the 3-dimensional device. 

Along with the presentation of the theoretical model, the manner in which the finite element 

method (FEM) software Comsol Multiphysics 3.5 ™ was utilized will be presented. The 

discussion will include but not be limited to an introduction to the solvers used to perform the 

analysis, the software modules used to establish model subdomains and boundary conditions and 

an explanation behind any techniques used to simplify the model or to enhance the solver 

performance. 
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4.2 Simulations Model Geometry 

Before presenting the theoretical model which will be used to analyze device SP-1 (please refer to 

Figure 4.1), it is important to present the 2-dimensional geometry which will be used to represent 

the 3-dimensional square spiral device which has been tested. 

 

Figure 4.1 – The square spiral microelectrode array SP-1 

Several simplifications were made in order to reduce the model complexity and decrease the run 

time for the model and they are the following: 

• The microelectrode array SP-1 was composed of 42 microelectrode loops, but for the 

model, it was represented by only 3 loops. This simplification was possible by applying 

periodic boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet of the device, and due to the 3-phase 

travelling wave applied to trios of microelectrodes. These periodic boundary conditions 

would map the boundary conditions at the outlet to the inlet. 

• SP-1 was reduced to a subdomain consisting of a 2-dimensional representation of the 3-

dimensional device. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the device separated into four 
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quadrants. At the corners of each quadrant, microelectrodes make a 90˚ turn. The 2-

dimensional representation of the device simply will not replicate this feature. Therefore, 

a 3-dimensional simulation was run to determine how far away from the 90˚ turn the 

potential in the 3-dimensional model is equivalent to the 2-dimensional model. Please 

refer to Figure 4.2 for an illustration of the regions in the device which can be 

approximated using a 2-dimensional model. The acceptable regions are represented by 

pink triangles. Based on the analysis results, there is a 1% difference in electric potential 

between the 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional model at a distance of 8 micrometers from 

a 90˚ turn. For this reason, using the 2-dimensional model should be an acceptable 

approximation of the 3-dimensional case. 

 

Figure 4.2 – Pink triangular regions indicate regions across device SP-1 where a 2-

dimensional approximation of this 3-dimensional device is acceptable and applicable 

• The true height of fluid above the device during testing is 495 µm. To significantly 

reduce the number of elements necessary to achieve solution convergence and therefore 
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the run time of the analysis, the model height was reduced to 20 µm. A comparative 

simulation was completed and based on the results of that simulation, it could be 

concluded that equivalent results (less than 1% difference in fluid velocity, identical flow 

profile) would be generated using maximal conditions. 

• Initially, pressure could not be specifically defined at any point within the subdomain as 

it was not known. Using the analysis results for the device using the true height of 495 

µm, the pressure at the upper left and right corner nodes, at a height of 20 µm was found 

to be 0 psi. This result was input as a point constraint at the upper right and upper left 

hand corners of the device. The pressure found throughout the subdomain for a channel 

height of 495 µm was equivalent to the analysis using a channel height of 20 µm with the 

point constraints applied. 

• The microelectrode corners were rounded in order to improve convergence as it has been 

demonstrated to do so by Burch et al (2008). 

As the coupled electrohydrodynamic theoretical model and the 2-dimensional simulation model 

are presented throughout this chapter, additional simplifications made to the model boundary 

condition equations or the device geometry will be explained and justified. Please refer to Figure 

4.3 to see the simulation model geometry. 
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Figure 4.3 – Geometry used to represent device SP-1 indicating the location of rounded 

microelectrode corners. The width of each microelectrode is 3 µm and the height is 0.5 µm. 

4.3 Coupled Electrohydrodynamic theoretical model 

The model used to analyze the device being tested as part of this project, SP-1, was developed by 

Green et al (2002) and was a refined version of the model originally derived by Ramos et al 

(1999) to analyze the first experimental demonstration of ACEO. The original model, the Ramos 

slip velocity model, described in chapter 3 used a slip velocity equation based on the assumption 

that the electrical double layer which forms directly above adjacent microelectrodes behaved in a 

capacitive manner, and the fluid medium, behaved in a resistive manner (Ramos et al 1999). 

Green et al (2002) adapted the model of Ramos et al (1999), but separated the charge balance 

(Laplace’s equation) and the momentum balance (Stokes flow equations) components of the 

theoretical model. The method developed by Green et al (2002) involved first solving for the 

electric field and the potential at each microelectrode boundary, which represents the outer edge 
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of the electric double layer (see Fig 4.2). Using that solution, Green et al (2002) then solved for 

the slip velocity at the plane separating the stern and diffuse layer of the electric double layer to 

solve the momentum balance equations. This allowed a solution to be obtained for the fluid 

velocity of the bulk fluid. 

4.3.1 Coupled Electrohydrodynamic model boundary condition derivation 

It has been stated that if the applied signal frequency ω is low enough, where ω ≪  ��, then the 

assumption that the double layer is in quasiequilbrium can be made (Green et al 2002, Ramos et 

al 2005, Urbanski et al 2007). Based on this assumption, the fluid medium can be expected to 

behave in a resistive manner and the electrical double layer in a capacitive manner. In the case of 

the square spiral microelectrode array (SP-1) device presented, it is assumed that no net charge 

density is present in the fluid bulk, leaving a zero charge density within the subdomain. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.4 below in which a periodic simulation demonstrating the number of 

electric field lines entering and exiting the subdomain under consideration and the intensity of 

electric field at the inlet and the outlet are equivalent (please refer to Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 – Zero charge density demonstrated using electric field intensity (arrows) and 

electric field lines 

4.3.1.1 Electrostatics 

The zero charge density, along with a constant permittivity throughout the model subdomain 

allows Poisson’s equation to be reduced to Laplace’s equation (Green et al 2002); 

∇�φ = 0     (4.1) 

where φ is the potential at a some point above the microelectrode in the bulk fluid at or beyond 

the outer edge of the diffuse layer of the electrical double layer (where y ≥  λ). 

The non-electrode surfaces have the following boundary condition: 

$/
$& = 0      (4.2) 
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This is based on the assumption that the insulative nitride layer which interfaces with the fluid 

medium used in SP-1 is equivalent to the previously reported glass-electrolyte interface reported 

by Green et al (2002). The top boundary was also treated with the boundary condition specified 

in equation 4.2. Please refer to Figure 4.5 for an illustration of position of the nitride-electrolyte 

interface in the 2 dimensional model used to define SP-1 and the top boundary to which this 

condition was also applied. 

 

Figure 4.5 – Zero charge electrostatic boundary conditions 
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The boundary condition applied to each microelectrode surface describes the double layer 

charging due to the current in the bulk fluid (Green et al 2002), given by; 

σ $/
$& =  $�
�

$!       (4.3) 

where q�. is the charge per unit area in the electric double layer. For the purpose of this model, 

the assumption is being made that the potential drop across the diffuse double layer is sufficiently 

small (∆φ�� < kT/e = 25 mV), and that the relationship between the charge and the voltage is 

linear (Green et al 2002). This gives the following relation; 

σ���	 ∙ ∇φ =  /�)���
0
�

     (4.4) 

where Vapp is the applied AC signal. Using the definition for ZDL given in equations (3.4) and 

(3.5), equation (4.4) can be re-arranged to give the purely capacitive double layer boundary 

condition at the microelectrode surface as; 

���	  ∙ D =  
,  �/� )
0
�

�     (4.5) 

where � is the electrical conductivity of the fluid, � ∙ D is the vector normal component of D, 

which is the electrical displacement at the diffuse double layer. Vj is the applied AC potential to 

the j-th microelectrode. The impedance of the double layer is ZDL = 1/iωCDL. The angular 

frequency is given by ω, i is √−1 and the capacitance of the electrical double layer CDL = ε/λ 

using the linear Debye-Huckel model (Loucaides et al 2007). Permittivity of the fluid medium is 

denoted by ε, and the Debye length is λ, as defined in equation (2.12) in chapter 2, which is the 

thickness of the electrical double layer. Using equation (4.5), the electric field and the potential 

can be determined at the outer boundary of the electric double layer as well as throughout the 

entire subdomain. Please refer to Figure 4.6 for an illustration of the surfaces where the boundary 
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condition from equation (4.5) is applied, and the surfaces which are designated as electrically 

insulated. 

 

Figure 4.6 – Electrostatic boundary condition for microelectrode surfaces (solid lines) and 

electrically insulated surfaces (dashed lines) 

4.3.1.2 Microfluidics 

To find the fluid velocity in the bulk fluid region, the Stokes flow equations which were 

presented and simplified for a 2-dimensional case in Chapter 2 are solved. 
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− $%$� +  μ �$��$�� +  $��$&�� =  0    (4.6a) 

ρg& −  $%$& +  μ �$�'$�� +  $�'$&�� =  0   (4.6b) 

$�
$� +  $'$& = 0      (4.6c) 

In order to solve the Stokes flow equations, it is necessary to define the boundary conditions in 

the microfluidic subdomain, now possible since the charge balance has solved for the potential 

and electric fields. The ceiling boundary is assumed to be an open boundary allowing fluid to 

freely enter or exit the subdomain without any constraints, which accurately describes the 

behavior of the fluid at a height of 20 µm. The inlet and the outlet are also assumed to initially be 

open boundaries but are also periodic and therefore have periodic boundary conditions applied to 

them. The gaps between microelectrodes for SP-1 are defined with no slip boundary conditions. 

A time averaged slip velocity boundary condition which was derived from the Helmholtz-

Smoluchowski formula is applied along each microelectrode surface (Green et al 2002), and is 

given as: 

< 
 >=  − 

�� Λ Re �∆φ�.

$/
$�

∗�    (4.6) 

where Re is specifying real components of the expression and Λ is the diffuse double layer 

potential ratio which is assumed constant and defined as: 

Λ =  ∆/�
∆/
�

=  /� �
/�)

     (4.7) 

where ∆φ is the diffuse layer potential drop and ∆φ�. is the potential drop across the entire 

double layer. This was determined experimentally by Green et al (2002) who compared several 

different concentrations of aqueous KCL solutions over a pair of microelectrodes. A value of Λ = 

0.2-0.25 was suggested as a good general estimate for all device/fluid medium combinations from 
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experimental comparison (Green et al 2002). Please refer to Figure 4.7 for an illustration of the 

application of the microfluidic boundary conditions. 

 

Figure 4.7 – Microfluidic boundary conditions 

4.4 Application of COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 TM  

COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 ™ was used to complete the theoretical simulation component of this 

project by applying the theoretical model of Green et al (2002) to a 2-dimensional simulation 
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model of device SP-1. As previously mentioned, the theoretical model defined by Green et al 

(2002) involved the coupling of two analyses. The electrostatic charge balance must be solved 

initially to facilitate the solution of the microfluidic momentum balance. COMSOL Multiphysics 

3.5 ™ contains several modules with predefined equations and boundary conditions to assist the 

user in very quickly setting up a simulation. In order to set up the model to simulate SP-1, two 

modules were used for this analysis; the MEMS electrostatics and the MEMS microfluidics 

modules. 

The development of the COMSOL simulation model will not be presented in full in this chapter 

however a complete report on the model is presented in Appendix A in order to provide specific 

details with regards to how the model was setup within the COMSOL environment. 

4.4.1 Predefined Expressions and Constants 

COMSOL allows the user the option of creating constants and expressions to simplify the process 

of defining boundary conditions and subdomains. To simplify this process in the model of SP-1, a 

number of constants, scalar expressions and boundary expressions were defined. A list of each 

can be found in section 3 (constants), section 5.1 (scalar expressions) and section 5.2.1 (boundary 

expressions) of Appendix A. The fluid properties used for simulation purposes are listed here in 

Table 4.1 along with references regarding where the values used were obtained. 
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Table 4.1 - Fluid properties of pure ethanol 

Property Value Reference 

Electrical Conductivity, σ 1.05 µS/m Janz et al (2009) 

Relative Permittivity, εr 25.13 Speight et al (2005) 

Density, ρ 789 kg/m3 Barthel et al (1993) 

Dynamic Viscosity, η 1.2e-3 Pa·s Speight et al (2005) 

Debye Length, λ 427 nm Calculated 

 

One property of pure ethanol that created a discrepancy between boundary assumptions was that 

of the Debye Length. Typically the Debye Length of an electrolyte at a high concentration is on 

the order of nanometers (Masliyah et al 2006). For that reason, the assumption that the top of the 

microelectrode boundary represents the outer edge of the electrical double layer is acceptable 

because the thickness of the electrical double layer is negligible when compared with the 

thickness of the microelectrode over which it is established (Green et al 2002). In the case of 

ethanol, the calculated Debye length is almost as large as the thickness of the microelectrode, so 

at first glance neglecting the thickness of the double layer may not seem acceptable. 

The Debye length for de-ionized water is 960nm (Gregory et al 2006). Recently, Hilber et al 

(2008) and Tathireddy et al (2008) have used the method developed by Green et al (2002) for 

simulating ACEO using de-ionized water and have achieved agreeable results when compared 

with experimental testing. For this reason it is anticipated that assuming the Debye length is 

negligible will hold true for this analysis. Additionally, it should be noted that only the 

electrostatic boundary conditions are applied at the outer edge of the electrical double layer for 

the analysis. The slip velocity expression used in the microfluidics portion of this analysis acts on 
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particles in the diffuse layer of the electric double layer and could be applied at the outer edge of 

the Stern layer of the electric double layer (the immobile layer). The assumption that the 

thickness of the Stern layer is negligible is still valid. The Stern layer is composed of a single 

layer of molecules/ions, and in the worst case of an ethanol molecule, it has a diameter of 0.57 

nm (Barthel et al 1993), significantly thinner than the microelectrode thickness over which it is 

established. 

4.4.2 Physics 

4.4.2.1 Subdomain settings 

The subdomain for the model of SP-1 represented the fluid medium. For the purpose of this 

analysis both the electrostatics and microfluidics modules were set to ethanol, which meant 

assigning a relative permittivity of εr = 25.13 (Speight et al 2005) to the subdomain. 

4.4.2.2 Boundary Settings 

The boundary conditions for the model of SP-1, as discussed in section 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2 of this 

document, are presented as defined in COMSOL for both the electrostatics and microfluidics 

modules in section 5.4.5 (microfluidics) and section 5.5.4 (electrostatics) of Appendix A. 

4.4.2.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions 

Periodic boundary conditions were applied differently in each of the MEMS modules. The 

MEMS electrostatics module includes a periodic boundary condition in the list of possible 

boundary condition options which could be applied. 

For the MEMS microfluidics module the inlet and the outlet boundaries were assigned an open 

boundary condition similar to the ceiling as an initial condition. Additionally, a constraint was 

applied in the microfluidics module such that the outlet boundary was defined as a source, and the 
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inlet boundary was defined as a destination, meaning the outlet boundary conditions were 

transferred to the inlet boundaries for all variables, thereby creating a periodic boundary 

condition. 

4.4.3 Model Geometry Mesh 

Based on the COMSOL user manual, the primary concern for the development of a mesh for a 

model is to ensure that the value for the mesh quality is greater than or equal to 0.3. The mesh 

quality is a ratio of the area of the element to the sum of the squares of the sides of the element. 

By obtaining a mesh quality score of 0.3 or better, the user ensures that the mesh quality should 

not affect solution quality (COMSOL AB, 2007). Please refer to Appendix A for the complete list 

of mesh statistics. 

Another important consideration for the development of the mesh was the application of periodic 

boundary conditions. It was necessary to ensure that the mesh created on the outlet boundaries 

was identical to the mesh at the inlet boundaries to ensure the transfer of boundary conditions 

would be completed properly. If this was not done, the model was prone to returning inaccurate 

results and in some cases completely failing to converge on a solution. For this reason, the 

boundary elements created at the outlet were copied to the inlet, therefore ensuring identical inlet 

and outlet node and element creation. 

4.4.4 Solver 

A segregated solver utilizing the UMFPACK system solver for the electrostatics portion of the 

analysis, and the PARADISO system solver for the microfluidics portion of the analysis was 

selected. The COMSOL user manual suggested these solvers and system solvers based on the 

modules being used (COMSOL AB, 2007), and after performing several test analyses, the 

selected solvers and system solvers were found to be the most efficient.  
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A segregated solver was chosen for this analysis, as the voltage profile is assumed independent of 

velocity to solve the electrostatic equations before attempting to solve the fluid dynamic 

equations. During initial analysis runs, it was observed that using the specific system solvers 

mentioned above decreased the run time by over 10%. The option to use a specific solver for each 

module was made available because the segregated solver allows the user to specify a different 

system solver for each module. 

4.4.5 Post Processing (Simulation results analysis) 

One assumption made regarding the position at which the fluid velocity was measured was based 

on the diameter of the microspheres. The microsphere tracer particles are approximately 6 µm in 

diameter, therefore an estimate for the position of the center of the microsphere tracer particles to 

be approximately 3 µm above the microelectrode surface was made. This was done in an attempt 

to predict the fluid velocity at the height at which it was anticipated that most experimental 

velocity measurements would also be taken. 

To determine the average fluid velocity along the microelectrode array at h=3μm above the 

microelectrode surface the x-component of the fluid velocity was measured at 21 evenly spaced 

points along the array (Please refer to Figure 4.8). The post-processing capabilities of COMSOL 

allow for this data to be exported to a file which can be imported into Microsoft Excel for further 

manipulation. 
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Figure 4.8 – Points along microelectrode array SP-1 where velocity measurements were 

taken 

The average was taken of the fluid velocity at 21 points (shown in Figure 4.10), to obtain the 

average fluid velocity in the x-direction across the microelectrode array. This calculation was 

completed for each AC signal frequency simulated using COMSOL, with a frequency range from 

1 to 1000 Hz. 
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Figure 4.9 – Average velocity of 20 points at f = 125 Hz. 

 

The other post-processing work required was to obtain the flow profile of the device using the 

streamlines post-processing feature for the velocity field. The streamline function provides an 

illustration which demonstrates the fluid flow using curves tangent to an instantaneous velocity 

vector field (COMSOL AB, 2007). Streamline plots and results illustrating fluid velocity and AC 

signal frequency for maximum pumping velocity as well as a comparison with experimental 

results will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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4.5 Summary 

The coupled electrohydrodynamic theoretical model has been presented and the method in which 

it was applied to the device SP-1 and solved for using COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 ™ was 

presented. Several assumptions have been made in terms of both the application of the theoretical 

model and with regards to the development of a simplified 2-dimensional representation of a 3-

dimensional microelectrode array. Many of the assumptions and simplifications made are 

previously established approaches and have yielded agreeable results when compared with 

experimental data (Green et al 2002, Ramos et al 2003, Ramos et al 2005 I, Urbanski et al 2007). 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Setup and Results 

5.1 Introduction 

In order to validate the simulation framework chosen for evaluating SP-1, experimental testing 

was done by submerging it in an ethanol-water solution which contained microsphere tracer 

particles. A 3-phase AC signal was applied using an arbitrary waveform generator to create the 

travelling wave of potential. The ethanol solution was driven across the microelectrode array, and 

based on the discussion on relative motion and external forces besides ACEO in Chapter 3 it was 

assumed that the tracer particles suspended in the fluid would not experience motion relative to 

the fluid. Device SP-1 was tested over a range of frequencies (50 to 1000 Hz) with an applied AC 

potential of 4 Vpp. As tracer particles travelled along the microelectrode array, images were 

recorded and later analyzed. Measuring particle displacement and the time between image 

captures provided experimental fluid velocity data for SP-1. 

In this chapter, the test hardware, test software, the method for preparing the device, the fluid 

medium, the hardware and software will be presented. The method with which the fluid velocity 

was calculated will also be presented. 

5.2 Test Equipment and Materials 

5.2.1 Test Hardware 

In order to test the device SP-1, several pieces of equipment were required.  The first was a 

Fluke™ 294 multichannel arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) to provide a 3 phase AC signal.  

In order to measure the output signal from the AWG, a Tektronix oscilloscope (TDS 3052) was 

connected to the AWG to ensure the AC potential magnitude and the phase shift between 
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channels was consistent and of the correct magnitude (please refer to Figure 5.1 to view the set 

up). 

 

Figure 5.1 – Oscilloscope and AWG configuration 

Each test chip used in this testing was electrically connected to a plastic case using gold bond 

wires to facilitate the electrical connection. For the specific test chip being used, it was assembled 

into an electronic package which was a 69 Pin Grid Array (69PGA) socket. Please refer to 

Appendix B to view the engineering drawing of the 69PGA socket electronic package. The 

69PGA socket containing the test chip is placed in a test fixture as shown in Figure 5.2. Three red 

electrical connectors are shown attached to the test fixture. This test fixture provides an electrical 

connection directly to the test chip while allowing a microscope slide to be placed on the top 
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surface of PGA69 without interfering with this electrical connection. This is extremely beneficial 

as it allows for device testing while covering the test chip with a microscope slide. This is not 

only advantageous for observing fluid flow, but will also assist in reducing the evaporation rate of 

the ethanol which acts as the fluid medium for device SP-1. 

 

Figure 5.2 – 69PGA socket assembly and connectors 

The test fixture is mounted on the SUSS MicroTech™ probe station and properly leveled to 

ensure a uniform region of focus during testing. The slightest difference in height can result in 

distorted images and significantly increase the difficulty in determing tracer particle position. The 

AWG was connected to the 69PGA socket/test chip assembly using the three red connector cables 

illustrated in Figure 5.2. Please refer to Figure 5.3 for an illustration of the position of the 69PGA 

socket/test chip assembly as positioned on the probe station. 
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Figure 5.3 – 69PGA socket assembly mounted and leveled on probe station assembly 

The aforementioned probe station assembly consisted of three additional devices required for 

testing.  The first was a SONY XCD-V50 digital video camera used to record digital images of 

the tracer particles travelling across the microelectrode array to determine the fluid velocity.  The 

second was the optical microscope mounted on the top of the probe station. This was used to 

magnify the device being tested to view the tracer particles suspended in the test fluid. For the 

testing performed on SP-1, 10 times magnification was used to accurately determine particle 

position. The component of the probe station used for mounting and manipulating the test device 

was the probe station stage. The stage could be translated in the x, y and z-directions in order to 

view all regions of the device if necessary. As previously mentioned, the device SP-1 was 

composed of 4 quadrants, and having the ability to quickly move to different regions of the 

device to observer tracer particle motion was crucial to successfully measuring the fluid velocity 

across the entire device for each AC signal frequency. All of the probe station assembly devices 

can be seen in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 – Probe station assembly 

5.2.2 Test Software 

The task of capturing and measuring the fluid motion created by the device SP-1 was 

accomplished using two separate software packages. First National Instruments™ (NI) Labview 

software was used. A program was designed using Labview to capture images of the suspended 

tracer particles travelling across the microelectrode array. The images captured were those 

produced using the optical microscope at 10 times magnification and were recorded using the 

digital camera previously mentioned. The Labview program captured 500 images each time it 

was executed and captured one image every 0.135 seconds storing them in a pre-selected 
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directory. It took 68 seconds to capture 500 images which provided time for observing the flow 

and ensuring captured images contained as many tracer particles as possible. In addition, the 

program could quickly be re-executed to capture the motion of as many tracer particles as 

possible at a given AC signal frequency. 

The second software package used for this study was NI™ Vision Assistant (VA).  This software 

package was used to analyze the images captured with the Labview program during testing 

mentioned previously. VA would provide the location of a particle using Cartesian coordinates, 

and in units of pixels. The software was calibrated such that a conversion could be made between 

micrometers and pixels. A series of consecutive images were analyzed to find the location of each 

tracer particle as it travelled across the microelectrode array. The change in position between the 

images analyzed provided a displacement. Once this displacement was found, it was converted 

into micrometers, divided by the time between consecutive image captures and this provided the 

fluid velocity. Consecutive images are shown in Figure 5.5 (a-c) which demonstrates how the 

displacement of the tracer particles was observed using the digital images captured. 

     

(a)    (b)    (c) 

Figure 5.5 – Digital images illustrating particle motion 
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5.3 Chip preparation 

The micropump designed was tested using an ethanol-water solution which contained 

microsphere particles. Originally, the intention was to use deionized water, however during initial 

testing, it was discovered that deionized water would not allow the device to be tested at a high 

enough potential to record any meaningful results, therefore an alternate fluid was chosen, and 

that fluid was ethanol. It would also represent the first time a non-electrolyte was used for 

evaluating an ACEO micropump and it was hypothesized that due to its slightly polar nature 

(Whitten et al 1996), ethanol would produce a net fluid flow in this device. 

To measure the velocity of the fluid, a 33 μL droplet of tracer particles suspended in water was 

mixed with pure ethanol. The mean diameter of the tracer particles was 6 µm with a standard 

deviation of 0.1 µm. Therefore it can be assumed that 99.8% of the tracer particles used in this 

analysis were between 5.7 µm and 6.3 µm in diameter. The particles were initially suspended in a 

solution of only water at a density of 2.1 × 108 particles per mL of fluid. One drop (between 0.3-

0.35 µL) of this suspended mixture was placed in a vial containing 30 mL of pure ethanol. After 

mixing for several minutes, 10 mL of this solution was transferred to a vial containing 10 mL of 

pure ethanol. This resulted in a mixture that was approximately 0.018 volume percent water and 

tracer particles and approximately a density of 1.2e5 particles/mL. 

To use these microspheres to measure the fluid velocity created by device SP-1 a microsyringe 

was used to place 10 µL of this mixture on the device (approximately 1.2e2 tracer particles).  

Once this volume of fluid was placed on the device, a microscope slide was used to cover the 

device, as shown in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.6 illustrated how 1 droplet of fluid was sandwiched 

between the device SP-1 and a microscope slide with a fluid height of 495 µm. This was done to 

provide a surface on which to focus the microscope and to trap this fluid droplet predominantly 
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composed of ethanol thereby decreasing the evaporation rate of the ethanol which helped prolong 

test time before an additional droplet was required. 

 

Figure 5.6 – Cross section - 69PGA socket assembly with microscope slide and fluid droplet 

5.4 Experimental Method and Setup 

The set up to perform this testing began with turning on the AWG. The 3-phase AC signal was 

established by setting the AC signal frequency, the amplitude of the AC potential, and the phase 

shift being applied to each channel. These were set such that the first channel was used as a 

master channel, and channel two and three were used as slaves to the master to ensure all three 

signals were applied simultaneously and the phase shift occurred as desired with exactly 120˚ 

between channels. The oscilloscope was then turned on and connected to the AWG to measure 

the AC signals that were being output from the AWG to ensure the AC potential magnitude, the 

AC signal frequency, and the phase shift between channels was correct. 

Once the AWG was setup, the 69PGA socket is mounted on the probe station microscope stage 

and properly leveled to ensure the focus of the image viewed through the microscope is consistent 

across the device.  The electrical connectors are then connected to the appropriate connecting pins 

on the chip mount block, depending on the desired direction of the flow. 
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A computer with Labview installed and the appropriate software programs are loaded in order to 

prepare to record images of the device. The test device is positioned using the microscope stage 

so that the micropump can be viewed by the camera through the optical microscope and will 

allow for images of tracer particles to be captured. The software allows for up to 500 images to be 

recorded, making it easy to capture a large number of images quickly.  Since this device operated 

in such a way as to pump fluid away from the central region of the device, tracer particles quickly 

disperse from the testing region. Additionally, the evaporation of the ethanol solution occurs quite 

quickly. For this reason, it was very important that as many images as possible were captured 

quickly after placing a fluid droplet on the test device. Liquid was not reused during testing since 

after approximately 4-5 minutes the entire droplet of test fluid had evaporated. 

Once the device was connected electrically and the imaging equipment and software were ready 

to capture images, a droplet of fluid was placed on the chip and covered by a slide, and the 3 

phase AC signal needed to be delivered to the test chip. Initially an AC signal frequency of 1000 

Hz was selected. After placing a droplet, the AC signal is applied to the device and as many 

images of particle displacement as possible are recorded.  Once a sufficient number of images are 

deemed to have been captured for a given frequency, the AC signal frequency is set to a new 

value, and a new drop of ethanol is placed on the device and more images are recorded.  

Sufficient images are deemed to have been captured based on observation by the tester. The AC 

signal frequencies were tested in the order listed in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 - Testing order for AC signal frequency 

Test Frequency (Hz) 

1 1000 

2 900 

3 800 

4 700 

5 600 

6 500 

7 400 

8 300 

9 200 

10 150 

11 100 

12 50 

13 75 

14 125 

15 175 

 

The AC signal frequencies were tested in smaller intervals as it was observed that the fluid 

velocity was increasing in the region of 125 Hz. 

It should be noted that not all regions of the device were considered in order to measure fluid 

velocity. As the data was analyzed, it was noticed that particle velocity was highest at the outer 

regions of the device, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. The yellow regions are where particles were 
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measured, and all other regions were not considered since the slower velocities would bias results 

and were not a true indication of the maximum pumping ability of SP-1. 

 

Figure 5.7 - Regions on SP-1 in which data points were obtained from (in yellow). All other 

regions were not considered for data analysis. 

5.4.1 Microscopic resolution and field of view 

The size of the image that was observed using the microscope and the quality of that image will 

be discussed here. When measured in pixels, the total area of the device captured was recorded as 

a digital image which was 640 pixels by 480 pixels. The Vision Assistant software provided a 

means for converting pixels to micrometers, and it was determined that each pixel was 0.75 µm. 
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The quality of the image was determined by calculating the depth of field and the resolving power 

for the images obtained using the test equipment previously described. The depth of field is the 

depth of specimen which can be observed to be in focus simultaneously (Wegerhoff et al 2007). 

This is important because the focal point used was slightly above the microelectrode surfaces so 

having a depth of field greater than 3 µm would suggest that images right at the center of gravity 

of the microspheres would have been well focused. The depth of field is calculated using equation 

5.1 below (Wegerhoff et al 2007). 

Depth of Field =  �������	
��
� ��     (5.1) 

Where λwavelength is the wavelength of the white light used (580nm (Wegerhoff et al 2007)) and 

NA is the numerical aperture of 0.28 (Wegerhoff et al 2007) taken from the microscope lens used 

for this experiment. From equation (5.1) a value of 3.69 µm was found for the depth of field, 

which is greater than 3 µm giving an acceptable depth of field for this test. 

The resolving power is the minimum distance separating two points which can be seen separately 

using a given test setup (Wegerhoff et al 2007). The conversion from pixels to µm was 0.75 µm 

per pixel, however the estimated error of the fluid velocity calculation may be greater than just ± 

0.75 µm if the resolving power of the microscope used is greater than 0.75 µm. To calculate the 

resolving power, equation 5.2 below was used (Wegerhoff et al 2007). 

Resolving power = �.�� �������	
��
��     (5.2) 

Using equation (5.2) a resolving power of 1.26 µm was obtained. This is larger than the 0.75µm 

per pixel conversion found using Vision Assistant, therefore the estimated displacement error will 

be assigned a value of 1.26 µm. 
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5.5 Experimental Calculations 

To obtain the experimental results, it was necessary to analyze the captured images in order to 

measure particle displacements and calculate the related fluid velocity. First, the entire collection 

of captured images was reviewed and the best images displaying particle motion were selected for 

analysis. For Vision Assistant, it was important to use images with high levels of contrast 

between the device and tracer particles to improve measurement accuracy. One at a time, groups 

of images were imported into the VA software and the locations were measured.  The difference 

between the particle locations in consecutive images provided the displacement. The 

displacement obtained was measured in pixels, so this value was converted into micrometers 

based on a conversion ratio obtained (9 μm = 12 pixel units).  The time between image captures 

was established based on an average value obtained from repeated testing of the Labview 

program written. This value was found to be 0.135 seconds and will be further discussed in 

Section 6.2.2.1. Using the following equation (5.1), the fluid velocity was calculated; 

u�!1 =
��x� − x��� +  �y� − y���  ×  3

4�
c�0.135�  

=  %���� ⨉  ��
�����

���"� ⨉  ����������	�
=  3�     (5.1) 

where ueth is the fluid velocity, x2, x1, y2 and y1 are tracer particle positions, c is the difference in 

image capture identifiers. For example, if image 4 provided position p2, and image 1 provided 

position p1, c would have a value of 3. 

Velocity results were plotted graphically versus the AC signal frequency.  The velocity was found 

for as many particles as possible in 3 of the device quadrants measured (quadrants 1, 2 and 4. 

Quadrant 3 did not yield sufficient data for analysis) to have as large a sample size as possible for 
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our results. By averaging all velocities a single velocity point was obtained for each AC signal 

frequency and in each quadrant. The average velocity for each quadrant at each AC signal 

frequency is plotted on our velocity-frequency graph. In addition to the three quadrants, the 

average velocity was found for all three quadrants combined and plotted against AC signal 

frequency to determine the pumping capacity of the entire device. 

In some instances there were limiting factors due to the nature of the testing which did not allow 

as many data points to be obtained as was desired and this will be elaborated on in Chapter 6. 

5.6 Summary 

The experimental set up involved 3 main criteria: a suitable method for applying a known 3-phase 

AC signal to device SP-1, a suitable test fixture on which the device was mounted with 

appropriate tools for recording fluid/particle motion, and finally a manner in which the recorded 

images can be processed to measure the particle motion and obtain fluid velocity data. The 

method used to analyze these images and produce fluid velocity data was also presented. The 

experimental test data will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and Discussion 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4 the analytical methods used to generate a simulated prediction for the performance 

of device SP-1 using a theoretical model derived by Green et al (2002) was presented. In Chapter 

5, the experimental methods and techniques used to physically test the performance of SP-1 were 

presented. The purpose of this chapter is to report the theoretical and experimental results 

individually followed by a comparison of these results. Based on the comparison to the 

experimental results, the accuracy of the theoretical model and the computer model to which it 

was applied will be discussed as well as the potential for evaluating future design concepts. 

Finally, potential sources of inaccuracy will be reported throughout the chapter along with 

methods for reducing the inaccuracy. 

6.2 Discussion of Results 

6.2.1 Theoretical Results 

The first set of results presented will be the simulation results produced by applying the 

numerical model of Green et al (2002) to a 2-dimensional representation of SP-1 modeled in 

COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5™. Please refer to Figure 6.1 for a plot of theoretical fluid velocity vs 

AC signal frequency for an applied potential of 4 Vpp. 
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Figure 6.1 – Theoretical Fluid velocity vs. AC signal frequency 

6.2.1.1 AC signal frequency for maximum velocity 

From the results illustrated in Figure 6.1 it can be seen that the maximum predicted theoretical 

fluid velocity for this device is 3.85 mm/s. This velocity is achieved at an AC signal frequency of 

125 Hz.  

6.2.1.2 Flow profile comparison 

The second feature of this model to be examined was the flow profile generated across the 

microelectrode array. To measure the accuracy of the flow profile generated, it was compared 

with a previously analyzed TWACEO device, as well as a physically observed flow profile. The 

analytical flow profile considered was observed by Ramos et al (2005 I). Please refer to Figure 

6.2 a and b for a comparison of the flow profiles generated by each research group. The lines in 

Figures 6.3 a and b represent instantaneous tangential velocity streamlines across the 
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microelectrode array as defined in the COMSOL (2007) environment. Figure 6.3 b includes 

arrows indicating the direction of motion of the fluid medium. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.2 – (a) Theoretical flow profile (Ramos et al 2005 I) (b) SP-1 theoretical flow 

profile 
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The flow profiles in figures (a) and (b) represent a travelling wave which moves from right to left. 

The two theoretical flow profiles in Figure 6.3 (a) and (b) can be seen to be quite similar, 

specifically in the region very close (h ≤ 3 µm) to the upper surface of the microelectrode array. 

For this reason it can be assumed that the simulation results for SP-1 generate realistic flow 

profiles. 

6.2.2 Experimental Results 

The experimental results will now be presented. The device SP-1 was tested using an applied AC 

potential of 4 Vpp over a range of AC signal frequencies between 50Hz and 1000Hz. The fluid 

velocity was determined by measuring the displacement of tracer particles suspended in an 

ethanol solution which flowed across a microelectrode array. The device SP-1 previously 

presented was a square spiral microelectrode array divided into 4 separate quadrants. The layout 

for device SP-1 was presented in Chapter 1 and is shown here in Figure 6.3 to re-illustrate the 

quadrants mentioned: 

 

Figure 6.3 – Layout for device SP1 
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The device was divided into quadrants primarily to distinguish between measurements taken in 

each quadrant. It should be noted that fluid velocity data was not obtained from quadrant III as an 

insufficient quantity of data was collected due to testing limitations to be discussed later in this 

chapter. 

First the data obtained for each individual quadrant will be presented in terms of fluid velocity 

versus AC signal frequency. The error bars indicate an estimated error of ±18.76 µm/s and is 

applied to all velocities used to calculate the average velocity per frequency, therefore resulting in 

an average of  +18.76 µm/s and -18.76 µm/s at the respective limits for each quadrant. Please 

refer to Figure 6.4 for the fluid velocity versus AC signal frequency for quadrants I, II and IV. 

 

Figure 6.4 – Average fluid velocity by quadrant vs. AC signal frequency 

Figure 6.5 illustrates the average fluid velocity across the device by averaging the results across 

all three quadrants. 
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Figure 6.5 – Average fluid velocity across quadrants I, II and IV vs. AC signal frequency 

The maximum fluid velocity averaged across all three quadrants is 267.03 μm/s and occurred at 

an AC signal frequency of 125 Hz. The error bars indicate the maximum and minimum potential 

error of ±18.76 µm/s. Based on an individual estimated error of 18.76 µm/s, the worst case 

remains 18.76 µm/s since the worst case is all velocities at either the positive or negative 

extremes of this limit, therefore making the average also at either end of this extreme.  
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Table 6.1 lists the maximum fluid velocity and the AC signal frequency at which the maximum 

fluid velocity occurred. 
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Table 6.1 – Maximum Fluid Velocity and AC signal frequency 

Quadrant Max.Fluid Velocity (µm/s) AC Signal Frequency (Hz) 

I 333.3 125 

II 238.6 125 

IV 229.3 125 

Average – all 3 quadrants 267.0 125 

 

From the results listed, it is clear that 125 Hz is the approximate AC signal frequency at which 

the maximum fluid velocity occurs. Only in quadrant 4 does it appear as though the AC signal 

frequency for maximum fluid velocity may be slightly lower than 125 Hz. From Figure 6.5 and 

Figure 6.6 it is apparent how crucial it is that the AC signal frequency applied be as close as 

possible to the frequency at which maximum velocity occurs as velocity magnitude decreases as 

the AC signal frequency increases or decreases away from 125 Hz. 

6.2.2.1 Potential sources of error in experimental velocity calculations 

There were two potential sources of inaccuracy to consider for these calculations. The first was 

due to the position of the tracer particles, and the second was related to the time between image 

captures using the Labview program written. 

Virtual assistant (VA) software measured the center of the tracer particle in each image, however 

as the particles moved through the fluid, the contrast between the particle and the device would 

change slightly. This change would occasionally result in VA picking a different particle center 

than in a previously step. For this reason the center of the particle occasionally had to be selected 

manually. It was assumed the accuracy of the tester was ± 1 pixel. This translated into an 

estimated error of ± 0.75 µm on the position of a tracer particle. Therefore if both positions were 
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incorrectly measured a maximum displacement error of 1.5 µm was possible. However, when 

considering the resolving power of the microscope used, the estimated error becomes ± 1.264 µm. 

The Labview program written captured 500 images per execution. Before the start of testing, this 

program was run many times to determine the repeatability of the program in capturing 500 

images at a given rate in units of seconds per image capture. Based on this trial, it was determined 

that the time to acquire an image was 0.135 s and at most this time varied by ± 0.00025 s. 
When considering the maximum potential error with respect to time and position, the worst case 

condition would occur for a time between image captures of 0.13475 s at either extreme of the 

position tolerance window. Therefore the experimental velocity measurements could vary by as 

much as ± 18.76 µm/s. For the most significant velocity measurements, being those calculated for 

frequencies at or approaching the AC signal frequency at which maximum velocity occurs, this 

error accounts for approximately 6% of the total calculated velocity. Based on results obtained 

this source of error is not likely to result in any significant inaccuracies as the maximum fluid 

velocity at 125 Hz is significantly greater than the velocities obtained at frequencies of 100 Hz 

and 150 Hz. 

Please refer to   
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Table 6.2 for a complete summary of the data points used and the standard deviation of each 

average fluid velocity calculated to measure the fluid velocity across the microelectrode array SP-

1. 
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Table 6.2 – Fluid velocity and standard deviations per frequency by quadrant 

 
Although not always possible, it was intended to maximize the number of data points used to find 

the average velocity (by minimizing the elimination of outliers) with minimal standard deviations 

for each calculation. The elimination of an outlier was only required when the path of a tracer 

particle was influenced by a trapped particle, which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

6.2.2.2 Fluid velocity by quadrant 

There was a significant difference between the fluid velocity measurements taken between 

quadrants 1, 2 and 4. There are few possible reasons for this discrepancy. First, as shown in 

Figure 6.2, the electrode connections to the bonding pads which run along the right hand side of 

SP-1 may have influenced the fluid flow in that region. The maximum fluid velocity obtained in 

Quadrant I was significantly higher than those found in Quadrants II and IV. By creating a 2-

dimensional model of the contact pads, a net flow was found to be generated across the 3 contact 

pads numbered 27, 28 and 29 in Figure 6.2. While this flow is significantly lower in magnitude 

than the fluid velocities observed across the microelectrode array SP-1, it is still possible to have 
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influenced the results. Flow direction was such that the fluid travelled from contact pad 29, to 28 

and then to 27. Please refer to Figure 6.6 for an illustration of the flow direction across the device. 

 

Figure 6.6 – Flow patterns observed across device SP-1 

It is possible that the fluid travelling across the microelectrodes was guided into quadrants I and 

III more readily due to the direction of flow across and exiting the contact pads. For this reason, it 

is possible, however unproven, that the flow across the contact pads increases the fluid velocity 

across quadrants I and III while reducing the velocity across quadrants II and IV. Further testing 

is required, and the impact of the positioning of the bonding pads could be better understood by 

isolating the device in a future version of the design and comparing results. 
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It should be noted that convective currents in the fluid were not observed due to ethanol 

evaporation when the fields were off. This was due to the fact that the AWG was not turned off 

before evaporation specifically to observe the effect on convection currents as evaporation 

approached. As mentioned earlier convection currents were neglected, but perhaps in the future 

observing any affects due to convection currents influenced by evaporation should be considered 

in more detail to reduce uncertainty. 

6.2.2.3 Particle collection and particle trapping 

In addition to the differences observed between quadrants I and III compared with quadrants II 

and IV, another interesting observation was the accumulation of tracer particles at the 90˚ turns 

which divide the quadrants of the device. Four figures (Figure 6.7 a, b, c and d) illustrate the 

accumulation here. 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 6.7 - Observed particle collection during test number (a) 21, (b) 34, (c) 42 and (d) 60 
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The four figures demonstrate the accumulation of particles at the beginning of testing, at two 

intermediate points, and the final figure was taken during the final test. Although particles can be 

seen collecting throughout the device, it is clear that particle accumulation predominantly occurs 

along quadrant corners as is illustrated in Figure 6.7 d. 

There are several potential causes believed to attribute to this accumulation. First, fluid velocity at 

microelectrode corners was observed to decrease as tracer particles drift towards them. This 

appeared to cause them to sink and be trapped by microelectrodes or by tracer particles already 

trapped in the same region. This could also potentially be related to TWDEP forces acting on the 

particles. When reviewing the simulation mentioned in section 4.1, the change in the electric field 

strength was compared between that observed along the corners of the microelectrode array and 

that observed along the straight, parallel regions along the center line of a quadrant. An order of 

magnitude calculation was completed using the following equation for travelling wave 

dielectrophoresis velocity(Karniadakis et al 2005); 

U�4�56 =    ��7 8�9:;<=>∇5����

? �     (6.1) 

where a is the particle radius and ERMS is the root mean square electric field (Karniadakis et al 

2005). Re[K(∞)] is the real portion of the Clausius-Mossotti factor (Karniadakis et al 2005) 

defined as follows; 

K�∞� =  
�∗ � 
�∗

�∗ + 
�∗      (6.2) 

where εp is the complex permittivity of the polystyrene microspheres and εm is the complex 

permittivity of the fluid medium (Karniadakis et al 2005). The complex permittivity is defined as 

follows (Karniadakis et al 2005). 

ε∗ =  ε − �@
,       (6.3) 
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Both εm and σm have been previously defined, εp = 2.1e-9 C2/Nm2 and σp = 10e-13 S/m 

(Ellerington et al 2004). The results of this analysis indicate that the influence on the fluid 

velocity at the corners of SP-1 could be as much as 2 orders of magnitude greater than the 

influence along the parallel portions of the device. For this reason a full coupled analysis using 

COMSOL including both the TWDEP affects as well as the ACEO affects would be worth 

completing to better understand the activity at the microelectrode corners. 

It should be noted that device SP-1, since composed of three separate single lengths of 

polysilicon, may not deliver the same potential closer to the center of the device than it does at 

the outer regions of the device. This has not been measured, but should be considered in the 

future, since the overall length of these wires is almost 4 orders of magnitude longer than it is 

wide. The decay in potential over this distance may be enough to significantly reduce the applied 

potential near the center of the device. It was observed during experimental results analysis that 

the fluid velocity increased as the microspheres approached the outer rings of SP-1. 

A second potential cause may be related to the changing pressure generated by the flow profile of 

the fluid. As can be seen in Figure 6.6, the fluid flows from the center of the device towards the 

outside of SP-1. As this occurs, fluid from above the device will flow downwards towards the 

device, carrying microspheres with it.  As fluid is pulled away from the corners of the device, it is 

hypothesized that the pressure differential is greatest in the negative z direction, driving particles 

towards the microelectrode surface. The question that remains to be answered is at which point 

does the force generated by the microelectrode array dominate this downward pressure and 

potentially a TWDEP force and pull particles away from the surface preventing them from 

settling. Again, a three dimensional analysis reviewing this effect independently and then coupled 

would be valuable in helping discover the true behavior of the fluid across the corners of SP-1. 
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The third potential cause is related to device geometry and microsphere geometry. The 

microelectrodes are 3 µm in width, and separated by 3 µm wide gaps. Tracer particle diameter is 

6 µm, therefore tracer particles could become trapped in between microelectrodes, up to a height 

of 0.4 µm. Please refer to Figure 6.8 for an illustration of the portion of the tracer particle which 

could become trapped between microelectrodes. 

 

Figure 6.8 – Illustration of a microsphere captured between 2 microelectrodes 

Additionally, once particles began collecting along the microelectrode corners, through 

observation it was noticed that trapped particles not only deflect particle motion, but also assist in 

the trapping of particles. Trapped particles became an obstacle in a region of reduced fluid 

velocity therefore increasing the likelihood of further particle accumulation. Figure 6.9 is a plot of 

particles collected versus test number. This provides an indication as to how quickly particles 

accumulated along the corners of the device. 
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Figure 6.9 – Particle collection vs. test number 

It appears as though the reason behind the particle collection may be related to device and tracer 

particle geometry, but further testing should be performed with the specific intention of observing 

particle collection as this could be an efficient method for trapping cells of a specific size 

suspended in solution. It may also be beneficial to use tracer particles made of a different 

material, and different size to observe how varying these parameters affects particle collection 

and overall device performance. As can be seen in equation (6.1), particle diameter will 

significantly influence the effects of TWDEP. 

It should be noted that tracer particle accumulation through the central region of SP-1 contributed 

to a reduction in velocity as trapped particles disturbed tracer particle motion and prevented 

maximum velocity from being achieved along the microelectrode array resulting in outliers. 
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Please refer to Figure 6.10 (a) through (h) for evidence of a tracer particle whose path is deflected 

due to a group of particles trapped along the microelectrode array. 

(a)  
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(b)  

(c)  
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(d)  

(e)  
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(f)  

(g)  
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(h)  

Figure 6.10 - (a-h) Tracer particle motion diverted due to trapped particles 

6.2.2.4 Double peak velocity vs. frequency curve 

From the graphs illustrating experimental fluid velocity vs. AC signal frequency a second “peak” 

was observed on the plot. This second peak seems to appear at 400 Hz for all four test cases. A 

second peak in ACEO devices has been observed by Urbanski et al (2007). Presently, there is no 

clear theoretical explanation, however it has been suggested that it is related to the neglect of 

certain linear-effects which were mentioned previously in Chapter 3 (Urbanski et al 2007). 

6.2.2.5 Comparison with device of Ellerington et al 2004 

As previously mentioned, the linear device designed by Ellerington et al (2004) was very similar 

to SP-1. For this reason the performance of the 2 devices are compared in Table 6.3 below. 
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Table 6.3 - Comparison between SP-1 and device designed by Ellerington et al (2004) 

Parameter  SP-1  Ellerington et al 2004  

AC Signal Frequency, umax  125 Hz  ≈5 kHz  

umax  333 µm/s  280 µm/s  

Applied Potential  4 Vpp  7.5 Vpp  

Fluid medium  Ethanol-water  De-ionized water  

Dynamic Viscosity  1.139e-3 Pa·s  8.9e-4 Pa·s  

Relative Permittivity  25.13  80.2  

Electrical Conductivity  1.05e-6 S/m  4.0e-3 S/m  

 

Perhaps the most significant result is that SP-1, despite using a fluid medium that is 

approximately 3 orders of magnitude less than that used by Ellerington et al (2004), was capable 

of producing a faster pumping velocity with approximately half the applied potential. Flow in 

both directions was observed for both devices, however in the case of SP-1, data was only 

recorded for flow in one direction, that being flow away from the centre of the device. 

6.2.3 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical results 

Now that both the theoretical and experimental results have been presented, the two results are 

compared to determine the accuracy of the theoretical results in terms of predicting device 

performance. Please refer to Figure 6.11 for a plot of fluid velocity vs. AC signal frequency. The 

average experimental fluid velocity in each quadrant is compared to the theoretical fluid velocity 

predicted with the 2-dimensional simulation model. 
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Figure 6.11 – Experimental and Theoretical fluid velocity comparison vs. AC Signal 

frequency 

From Figure 6.11 and based on what was reported earlier in this chapter it is clear that the 

numerical model was successful in predicting the AC signal frequency at which the maximum 

fluid velocity would be achieved experimentally. For both the predicted frequency and the 

experimentally determined frequency a value of 125 Hz was found. 

Based on the flow profile generated using the numerical model it has been established that the 

numerical model was successful in predicting the flow profile for device SP-1 and it was 

consistent with previously numerically generated flow profiles for TWACEO devices. 
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6.2.3.1 Velocity Magnitude – Experimental vs. Theoretical 

A discrepancy between the numerical results and the experimental results was observed when 

comparing the magnitude of the experimental and numerical fluid velocities. As was seen in 

Figure 6.11Figure 6.11, a significant difference exists between the peak velocities obtained 

experimentally and numerically. For the purpose of this section, numerical fluid velocity will be 

compared to the average experimental fluid velocity across the three quadrants, and results are 

presented in Figure 6.12. 

 

Figure 6.12 – Theoretical and Average Experimental fluid velocity vs. AC signal frequency 

From this graph the predicted maximum fluid velocity is 3850 µm/s and based on the average 

across the three quadrants the maximum fluid velocity achieved was 267.031 µm/s. There is a 

significant difference here, although it is not uncommon for there to be a discrepancy between the 

predicted and actual fluid velocity magnitudes (Urbanski et al 2007). 
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6.2.3.1.1 The correction factor Λ 

Green et al (2002) included a correction factor Λ which represented the ratio of potential dropped 

across the diffuse layer of the double layer to the potential dropped across the entire double layer. 

The equation for this ratio can also be defined in terms of impedance, as follows; 

Λ =  �  �
 �!  ��     (6.1) 

As shown in Figure 6.12 it is clear that the correction factor results in theoretical velocities 

approximately an order of magnitude greater than experimental velocities. When modifying the 

correction factor to Λ = 0.02, the following comparison can be made in Figure 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.13 – Fluid Velocity vs. AC Signal Frequency with Λ = 0.02 
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From Figure 6.13 it is clear that using a correction factor Λ = 0.02, the magnitude of the 

maximum predicted fluid velocity approaches the maximum experimental fluid velocity. While 

the experimental value for ethanol is not available, it is clear that a value between 0.2-0.25 does 

not provide a suitable correction factor for fluid velocity in this specific case. Repeating the 

experimental work completed by Green et al (2002) for ethanol would be a useful exercise in 

establishing a value for Λ for future use of the theoretical model presented here. As mentioned 

previously, the electrical double layer is orders of magnitude larger than what is typically 

observed for 1:1 electrolytes (Masliyah et al 2006), and the way in which ethanol disassociates 

and forms the electrical double layer is likely much different than how it occurs for KCL, tested 

by Green et al (2002). It is worth noting that a colleague of the author has performed similar 

testing using a saline solution, and when a correction factor of Λ = 0.02 is used, the theoretical 

and experimental fluid velocity line up very well. Again, this trend is worth exploring in future 

work. 

6.3 Simulation framework discussion 

As stated in Chapter 1, one of the central goals of this project was the application of a theoretical 

model to determine the accuracy with which it predicted device performance based on a 

comparison of theoretical and experimental results. 

The flow profile generated for SP-1 using the theoretical model and computer simulation model 

was very similar to that created by Ramos et al (2005) for a 4-phase TW ACEO device. It can be 

concluded that the simulation model accurately predicts flow profile. 

The AC signal frequency at which maximum fluid velocity is achieved was also found to be 

consistent between predicted and experimental results. In both cases the data illustrated that the 

true AC signal frequency for maximum fluid velocity is extremely close to, if not exactly 125 Hz. 
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It can be concluded that the simulation model was quite accurate when predicting the AC signal 

frequency. 

The two previously mentioned performance characteristics when predicted using the model of 

Green et al (2002) are typically in good agreement with experimental results (Ramos et al 2003, 

Ramos et al 2005 I, Urbanski et al 2007). The maximum fluid velocity is not always reported due 

to the models inability to consistently accurately predict this parameter (Urbanski et al 2007). For 

the purpose of this model, when including the Λ term, the fluid velocity magnitude was 

approximately one order of magnitude greater than  the experimental value. When this term was 

Λ = 0.02, the predicted maximum fluid velocity was significantly more accurate. It is not clear 

why the predicted maximum fluid velocity is more agreeable with experimental results when Λ is 

set to this value. 

When considering the agreeable results for flow profile and AC signal frequency prediction, it 

suggests this model could be useful for evaluating future design concepts. With some refinements 

to the numerical model based on further understanding of the electrical double layer arrangement 

with ethanol, along with improved device layout and testing methods, perhaps some of the 

uncertainty can be eliminated. 

6.4 Potential sources of inaccuracy 

As mentioned in Chapter 3 and earlier in this chapter, the model developed by Green et al (2002) 

provides agreeable predicted results in terms of the flow profile of the device and the AC signal 

frequency at which maximum velocity is achieved. It fails to consistently predict the maximum 

achievable fluid velocity as well as certain mechanisms observed to occur such as reversible flow 

or multiple maximum velocity peaks (Urbanski et al 2007). In this section, some mechanisms 

which have been suggested to cause inaccuracies in ACEO theoretical models will be presented 
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as potential sources of error. These effects should be explored and included as part of the future 

development of this model for use in the evaluation of future design concepts. It should be noted 

that the majority of the references used in this section pertain to model modifications which were 

made to better predict reversible flow in ACEO devices. Although not observed in SP-1, 

improving the model to account for these effects may improve the overall accuracy of the 

prediction of fluid velocity magnitudes at all AC signal frequencies. 

6.4.1 Faradaic reactions 

This phenomenon is typically observed at very low frequencies (ω ≤ 5) (Olesen et al 2006) and at 

high voltages (Vapp ≥ 2) (Bazant et al (2009). Simulations including Faradaic reactions were 

developed but unable to predict observed flow. As well, alternating current devices are thought to 

inhibit the effects of Faradaic reactions (Storey et al 2007). For this reason it does not currently 

appear as though this mechanism is significantly affecting the fluid velocity magnitude. 

6.4.2 Steric Effects 

For the purpose of this discussion, Steric effects will refer to the congregation of ions in the 

electric double layer. It has been suggested that for applied voltages on the order of 100kbT/e, the 

ion concentrations in the diffuse and Stern layers of the electric double layer will not be in 

agreement with the Boltzmann distribution with which the Debye Length is calculated (Storey et 

al 2007). There are several modified Poission-Boltzmann equations proposed and a study into 

how these equations affect the results when applied to this numerical model would be 

advantageous (Bazant et al 2009). This may also assist in determining a more appropriate method 

with which to determine the thickness of the EDL of ethanol in the simulation model since it is 

much larger than typical electrolyte solutions with which these devices are tested (Masliyah et al 

2006). 
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6.4.3 Viscosity and Permittivity 

It has been discussed that viscosity and permittivity of specific fluids being tested will not 

maintain a constant value when comparing the value in the electric double layer to that found in 

the bulk solution (Storey et al 2007, Bazant et al 2009, Bazant et al 2009). It has been proposed 

that the ratio of ε/η will diverge as the counterion density in the electrical double layer 

approaches the steric limit (Bazant et al 2009). The changes in these two properties are being 

explored, but as further understanding is developed, it would be beneficial to account for the 

changes in these properties, as changes to viscosity have been estimated to be as much as 5η 

(Bazant et al 2009) and the permittivity has been estimated to decrease by as much as a factor of 

10 (Storey et al 2007). 

6.4.4 Dukhin Number 

The Dukhin number, Du, is a dimensionless parameter which represents a ratio of the surface 

conductivity to the bulk conductivity (Lyklema et al 1995). If the value of the Dukhin number is 

much less than one, for a constant zeta potential the electrical double layer remains in an 

equilibrium state and the electric field will not significantly affect particle motion (Lyklema et al 

1995). 

The Dukhin number is calculated using the following equation; 

Du =  � A (�+�)
�� sinh� � � � B

� �� ��    (6.3) 

where aL is a characteristic length, ζ is the potential at the outer edge of the Stern layer of the 

electrical double layer, and m is defined using the following equation; 

m =  ������ �� �

�����

     (6.4) 

where Deth is the diffusivity of ethanol. Diffusivity is found using the equation below; 
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DC =  ���
�	��      (6.5) 

where Dj is the diffusivity of the each specific ion and aj is the radius of the ion of type j. When 

solving for Du, the values specified in Table 6.4 were used. 

Table 6.4 - Numerical values used to calculate the Dukhin Number 

Debye Length, λ 427 nm Gad-El-Hak et al 2006 

Characteristic length, aL 18 µm Given, SP-1 

Valence electrons, z 1 Morgan et al 2003 

Elementary Charge, e 1.602 e-19 C Morgan et al 2003 

Boltzmann’s Constant, kb 1.381e-23 
"#$
%&  Morgan et al 2003 

Temperature, T 293 K Room Temperature 

Diffusivity, Deth 1.474 e-9 m2/s Morgan et al 2003 

Ionic radius, a'(�  0.176 nm Morgan et al 2003 

Ionic radius, a�(� 0.394 nm Morgan et al 2003 

Dukhin Number, Du 0.0531  

 

Based on a value for Du of 0.0531, it would appear as though the electric field will not 

significantly influence particle motion. 

A possible source of error previously discussed in Chapter 4 pertained to uncertainty regarding 

the treatment of the electrical double layer for ethanol since the thin double layer boundary 

condition did not seem to apply. The double layer thickness was approximately 427 nm and the 

microelectrodes tested were only 500 nm thick. A test to observe the effect of varying the double 

layer thickness by an order of magnitude to compare the results obtained for the predicted AC 
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signal frequency at which maximum fluid velocity is obtained was completed and these results 

are presented in Figure 6.14. 

 

Figure 6.14 – The change in the predicted AC signal frequency at which maximum fluid 

velocity occurs by modifying the Debye Length by a factor of ten 

From the graph it is clear that the thin double layer boundary assumption provides an agreeable 

result and a change to the manner in which the double layer is treated results in a much less 

agreeable prediction. For this reason it appears as though assumptions made in Chapter 4 were 

acceptable and did not negatively impact theoretical simulations. 

6.5 Summary 

From the results obtained, the theoretical model and the computer to which it was applied 

successfully predicted AC signal frequency, flow profile, and was consistent with previous 
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attempts at predicting peak fluid velocity. Not only was the device found to produce a fluid 

velocity of approximately 300 µm/s but it was also observed to have potential for use in the 

collection of microparticles. Finally, several methods for improving the model were discussed, 

and perhaps can be implemented in the future to improve the accuracy of predicted results. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Future Work 

7.1 Introduction 

The goal of this project was to begin researching TWACEO devices through experimental testing 

to measure the performance of a novel TWACEO device and compare the results to those 

predicted using a numerical model applied to a simulation model. Through the development of 

this simulation model, a simulation framework would be created which would facilitate the 

evaluation of future TWACEO device concepts. This chapter will summarize the overall results 

obtained and present recommendations for future work to follow this stage of the project. 

7.2 Summary of Theoretical and Experimental results 

The results predicted for device SP-1 (using Λ = 0.02), and those obtained through experimental 

testing are summarized in Table 7.1 below and displayed in Figure 7.1. 

Table 7.1 - Maximum fluid velocity and AC signal frequency 

Quadrant Maximum Fluid Velocity (µm/s) AC Signal Frequency (Hz) 

I (Experimental) 333.27 125 

II (Experimental) 238.56 125 

IV (Experimental) 229.27 125 

Average – all 3 quadrants 

(Experimental) 
267.03 125 

Predicted Results 3850.0 125 
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Figure 7.1 – Predicted and Experimental Fluid Velocity vs. AC Signal Frequency 

 
From the results listed in Table 7.1, it is clear that there was agreement between predicted and 

experimental AC signal frequency at which the maximum fluid velocity occurs. As presented 

earlier in Chapter 6 in Figures 6.3 a and b, the predicted flow profile for device SP-1 was in good 

agreement with previously predicted flow profiles. Overall, it can be concluded that experimental 

and predicted results were in good agreement and the simulation framework would be a useful 

tool for the evaluation of future TWACEO device design concepts. 

7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

Throughout the project several different methods and techniques were identified through which 

the accuracy of results could have been improved, and in some cases perhaps the overall 
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performance of the device could have been improved. In this section, these methods of 

improvement will be discussed and how they can be applied to this project work will be 

highlighted. The recommendations for future work are divided into three sections; simulation 

framework related, device design related and experimental methods and materials related 

recommendations. 

7.3.1 Simulation Framework 

The simulation framework developed using this device produced fairly good agreement when 

compared with experimental results, but there is room for improvement and the following areas 

should be explored to attempt to improve the accuracy of the theoretical model: 

• Include non-linear electrokinetic effects in the model as discussed by Bazant et al (2009, 

2010) and in Section 6.4 of this report, to determine their effect on a non-electrolyte. 

• Re-define the treatment of the Debye length neglecting the thin layer assumption to 

determine if an increase in accuracy is achieved as discussed in Section 6.4 and in 

Section 4.4.1 of this report. 

• Account for the variation in viscosity and permittivity (η and ε) as discussed in section 

6.4 of this report. 

• As mentioned in Chapter 6, the value Λ used as a correction factor was found to 

somewhat less accurate than the results achieved by Green et al (2002). For that reason, it 

is thought that the most appropriate way to achieve a more accurate value for Λ is by 

repeating the experimental measurements performed by Green et al (2002), which will be 

presented here. First, a measurement cell specifically designed for SP-1 would be 

required and an impedance analyzer. Using the following relationship; 

Z) =  *
�!��*�     (7.1) 
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the total impedence of the sample is represented by an RC circuit in parallel. Resistance 

(R) and capacitance (C) are frequency dependent. Based on the experimental 

measurements of R and C, it is clear that as the frequency increases, the capacitance and 

resistance both reach a constant value. The assumption was made that the double layer 

impedance and the bulk impedance are in series, and the constant value reached at high 

frequencies represent the values in the bulk. Therefore subtracting the bulk impedance 

from the total impedance produces the double layer impedance, ZDL.  The double layer 

impedance can be fitted to the expression below; 

Z�� =  �
��� =  �

�� �cos �+� β� −  i sin �+� β��  (7.2) 

with A and β being constants and this expression is known as constant phase angle (CPA) 

impedance. The CPA impedance should line up with the values obtained for the double 

layer impedance measurements when the appropriate values are used for A and β. The 

typical range for β is 0.7 to 0.9 for double layer impedance measurements on solid 

electrodes (Green et al 2002). The boundary condition for electric displacement, equation 

(4.5), now substitutes the measured value for ZDL into this expression for a given AC 

signal frequency. Through this method, it has been demonstrated that a more accurate 

value for Λ may be obtained (Green et al 2002). Additionally this may provide a more 

thorough understanding of the device SP-1.  
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7.3.2 Device Design 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, the device SP-1 could be re-designed and re-positioned on the chip to 

ensure the device is properly isolated from the electrical contact pads to ensure the contact pads 

do not influence the experimental results. By properly isolating the device and re-testing it would 

also reveal whether the difference in fluid velocity between quadrants I, II and IV was the actual 

case or if it was due to the influence of the contact pads. 

The device could be modified to include sensors for measuring the accumulation of particles 

along the diagonals of the square spiral array due to the particle collection observed. With this 

added functionality the device could function as both a particle distributer and collector 

depending on the task. It would also be useful to perform further testing with particles of different 

diameters to determine if the device would capture other particles, or if the device would need to 

be designed custom to the desired particle diameter to be captured. 

7.3.3 Methods and Materials 

The methods and materials used to test device SP-1 were for the most part sufficient for 

completing the desired testing, however there were a few areas where improvements could be 

considered or made: 

• It would be useful to use particles with a diameter that is significantly smaller than those 

used in this test (6µm) in order to confirm that particles used for this testing were not 

influenced to any degree by electrokinetic forces as discussed in section 6.4. 

• The chip contained suspended structures which throughout testing appeared to break 

apart and pieces of these structures occasionally drifted across the device. Fortunately 

none of these pieces damaged the device structure or influenced results, however it would 
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be best to avoid the presence of any devices with suspended structures in future chips to 

be tested with microfluidic devices. 

• The laboratory environment in which the device SP-1 was tested was not a true clean 

room and it would be beneficial to determine if additional equipment would reduce the 

amount of foreign particles which collected on the device, or if an environment which 

more severely restricts the level of foreign particulates which could interfere with testing 

is necessary. 

• The digital camera used during testing was sufficient, however at times it was observed 

that the image of a particle moving very quickly would be blurred and it would be unclear 

which image was the true image, and therefore made the data point unusable. Perhaps 

testing the device with a camera capable of capturing a higher number of frames per 

second or with a higher resolution would eliminate this problem. 

7.4 Summary 

Overall the project goals were achieved and this novel device was experimentally and 

theoretically evaluated. A simulation framework has been established which can be used to 

evaluate future design concepts, and several methods were identified which can be improved 

across all aspects of the project (design and experimental and theoretical evaluation). Through the 

execution of the suggested improvements and using the knowledge obtained during this project, 

this device could someday be used in a practical application. 
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Appendix A 

COMSOL Simulation Model Report 

 

1. Table of Contents 

• Title - COMSOL Model Report 
• Table of Contents 
• Model Properties 
• Constants 
• Geometry 
• Geom1 
• Materials/Coefficients Library 
• Integration Coupling Variables 
• Projection Coupling Variables 
• Periodic Conditions 
• Solver Settings 
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2. Model Properties 

Property Value 
Model name   
Author   
Company   
Department   
Reference   
URL   
Saved date Jul 13, 2010 4:45:41 PM 
Creation date May 5, 2008 8:39:46 AM 
COMSOL version COMSOL 3.5.0.494 

File name: 
C:\Comsol_35\25_Jun_10_blank\Final_data_test_AC_freq_peak\SP_2_
Ramos_coupled_4Vpp_125Hz.mph 

Application modes and modules used in this model: 

• Geom1 (2D) 
o Stokes Flow (MEMS Module) 
o Electrostatics (MEMS Module) 

3. Constants 

Constants used to calculate electro-osmotic slip velocity. 

Name Expression Description 
Na 6.0221415e23[1/mol] Avagadro’s Number 
Z 1 Assumed Electron Valence 
Kb 1.3806503e-23[m^2*kg/(s^2*K)] Boltzmann’s Constant 
e 1.602176486e-19[C] Elementary Charge 
T 293[K] Room Temperature 
C 4.3097e-8[mol/L] Ionic Concentration  
t 0[s] Time 
nu 0.001197[Pa*s] Dynamic Viscosity 
perm 25.13 Relative Permittivity (Ethanol) 
eps_0 8.854188e-12[F/m] Permittivity Constant 



 

 

sigma 10.5e-7[S/m] 
f 125[Hz] 
V0 2[V] 
n_inf Na*C 

4. Geometry 

Number of geometries: 1

4.1. Geom1 
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Conductivity (Ethanol) 
Frequency 
Potential 
Product of Ionic Concentration and 
Avagadro’s Number 

Number of geometries: 1 

 

 

Product of Ionic Concentration and 

 



 

 

4.1.1. Point mode 

Nodes 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 21 are nodes which make up the 
rounded microelectrode corners discussed in section 4.2 of this report.

4.1.2. Boundary mode

Boundaries 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are boundaries which make up 
rounded microelectrode corners discussed in section 4.2 of this report.
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Nodes 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 21 are nodes which make up the 
rounded microelectrode corners discussed in section 4.2 of this report.

mode 

Boundaries 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are boundaries which make up 
rounded microelectrode corners discussed in section 4.2 of this report.

 
Nodes 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 21 are nodes which make up the 
rounded microelectrode corners discussed in section 4.2 of this report. 

 

Boundaries 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are boundaries which make up the 
rounded microelectrode corners discussed in section 4.2 of this report. 



 

 

4.1.3. Subdomain mode

5. Geom1 

Space dimensions: 2D

Independent variables: x, y, z

5.1. Scalar Expressions

Expressions used to calculate electro

Name Expression 
lmbda sqrt(2*e^2*Z^2*n_inf/(eps_eth*Kb*T))^

eps_eth perm*eps_0 
AF f*2*pi 
V1 V0*ei0 

V2 V0*ei120 

V3 V0*ei240 

Zdl lmbda/(AF*eps_eth*i)
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. Subdomain mode 

Space dimensions: 2D 

Independent variables: x, y, z 

5.1. Scalar Expressions 

Expressions used to calculate electro-osmotic slip velocity. 

Unit Description
sqrt(2*e^2*Z^2*n_inf/(eps_eth*Kb*T))^-1 m Debye Thickness, Ethanol

F/m Permittivity of Ethanol
1/s AC frequency
V Potential to microelectrode 

1 
V Potential to microelectrode 

2  
V Potential to microelectrode 

2 
lmbda/(AF*eps_eth*i) ohm*m^2 Impedance  

 

 

 
Debye Thickness, Ethanol 
Permittivity of Ethanol 
AC frequency 
Potential to microelectrode 

microelectrode 

Potential to microelectrode 
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nD1 (eps_eth/sigma)*((V-V1)/Zdl) C/m^2 Electrical Displacement at 
microelectrode 1 

nD2 (eps_eth/sigma)*((V-V2)/Zdl) C/m^2 Electrical Displacement at 
microelectrode 2  

nD3 (eps_eth/sigma)*((V-V3)/Zdl) C/m^2 Electrical Displacement at 
microelectrode 3 

5.2. Expressions 

5.2.1. Boundary Expressions 

Expressions used to calculate electro-osmotic slip velocity. The slip velocity 
equation applied to the boundary at each microelectrode surface in the x- or y-
direction, based on equation 4.6 presented in section 4.3.1.2. 

Boundary 6 7 8 10 11 
uslip1newx 
(m/s) 

  -0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vx) * 
(V-V1))/nu 

      

uslip2newx 
(m/s) 

        -0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vx) * 
(V-V2))/nu 

uslip3newx 
(m/s) 

          

uslip1newy 
(m/s) 

-0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V1))/nu 

  -0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V1))/nu 

    

uslip2newy 
(m/s) 

      -0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V2))/nu 

  

uslip3newy 
(m/s) 
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Boundary 12 14 15 16 20 

uslip1newx 
(m/s) 

        -0.5 * eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vx) * 
(V-V1))/nu 

uslip2newx 
(m/s) 

          

uslip3newx 
(m/s) 

     
-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vx) 
* (V-V3))/nu 

    

uslip1newy 
(m/s) 

        -0.5 * eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V1))/nu 

uslip2newy 
(m/s) 

-0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V2))/nu 

        

uslip3newy 
(m/s) 

  -0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V3))/nu 

  -0.5*eps_eth * 
real(conj(Vy) * 
(V-V3))/nu 

  

 

Boundary 21 22 23 24 25 
uslip1newx 
(m/s) 

-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vx) 
* (V-V1))/nu 

        

uslip2newx 
(m/s) 

  -0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vx) 
* (V-V2))/nu 

-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vx) 
* (V-V2))/nu 

    

uslip3newx 
(m/s) 

       
-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vx) 
* (V-V3))/nu 

 
-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vx) 
* (V-V3))/nu 

uslip1newy 
(m/s) 

-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vy) 
* (V-V1))/nu 

        

uslip2newy 
(m/s) 

  -0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vy) 
* (V-V2))/nu 

-0.5 * eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vy) 
* (V-V2))/nu 

    

uslip3newy 
(m/s) 

      -0.5*eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vy)  
* (V-V3))/nu 

-0.5*eps_eth 
* real(conj(Vy)  
* (V-V3))/nu 

 

  



 

 

5.3. Mesh 

5.3.1. Mesh Statistics

Number of degrees of freedom
Number of mesh points
Number of elements 
Triangular 
Quadrilateral 
Number of boundary elements
Number of vertex elements
Minimum element quality
Element area ratio 

5.4. Application Mode: Stokes Flow (mmglf)

Application mode type: Stokes Flow (MEMS Module)

Application mode name: mmglf
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5.3.1. Mesh Statistics 

Number of degrees of freedom 151539 
Number of mesh points 11727 

22877 
22877 
0 

Number of boundary elements 770 
Number of vertex elements 24 
Minimum element quality 0.668 

0 

5.4. Application Mode: Stokes Flow (mmglf)

Application mode type: Stokes Flow (MEMS Module) 

Application mode name: mmglf 

 

 

5.4. Application Mode: Stokes Flow (mmglf) 
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5.4.1. Scalar Variables 

Default settings. 

Name Variable Value Unit Description 
epsilon0 epsilon0_mmglf 8.854187817e-12 F/m Permittivity of vacuum 

5.4.2. Application Mode Properties 

Default settings. 

Property Value 
Default element type Lagrange - P2 P1 
Analysis type Transient 
Corner smoothing Off 
Weakly compressible flow Off 
Inertial term Off 
Two-phase flow Single-phase flow 
Frame Frame (ref) 
Weak constraints Off 
Constraint type Ideal 

5.4.3. Variables 

Default settings. 

Dependent variables: u, v, p, phi, psi, nxw, nyw 

Shape functions: shlag(2,'u'), shlag(2,'v'), shlag(1,'p') 

Interior boundaries active 
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5.4.4. Point Settings 

A point constraint was applied at upper corners of subdomain 2 to constrain 
pressure to 0 psi. A value of zero in this table represents a non-constrained point, 
a value of 1 represents a constrained point. This point constraint was presents in 
section 4.2 of this report. 

Point 1-2, 4-23 3, 24 
pnton 0 1 

 

5.4.5. Boundary Settings 

Any cell containing an N/A refers to a parameter that was not applicable 
to the analysis boundary condition. 

Boundary Units 1, 3 2, 9, 13, 17 4 
Type   Open 

boundary 
Wall Interior 

boundary 
walltype   N/A No slip N/A 
Pressure (p0) Pa ≈0 N/A N/A 

 

Boundary Units 5 6, 8 7 
Type   Open 

boundary 
Wall Wall 

walltype   N/A Slip velocity Slip velocity 

Pressure (p0) Pa ≈0 N/A N/A 
Wall velocity, x-
component (uw0) 

m/s N/A 0 uslip1newx 

Wall velocity, y-
component (vw0) 

m/s N/A uslip1newy 0 
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Boundary Units 10, 12 11 14, 16 
Type   Wall Wall Wall 
walltype   Slip velocity Slip velocity Slip velocity 
Wall velocity, x-
component (uw0) 

m/s 0 uslip2newx 0 

Wall velocity, y-
component (vw0) 

m/s uslip2newy 0 uslip3newy 

 

Boundary Units 15 18-19 20-21 
Type   Wall Open boundary Wall 
walltype   Slip velocity N/A Slip velocity 
Pressure (p0) Pa N/A ≈0 N/A 

Wall velocity, x-
component (uw0) 

m/s uslip3newx N/A uslip1newx 

Wall velocity, y-
component (vw0) 

m/s 0 N/A uslip1newx 

 

Boundary Units 22-23 24-25 
Type   Wall Wall 
walltype   Slip velocity Slip velocity 
Wall velocity, x-
component (uw0) 

m/s uslip2newx uslip3newx 

Wall velocity, y-
component (vw0) 

m/s uslip2newy uslip3newy 
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Open Boundary 
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Wall, No-Slip boundary 
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Interior Boundary
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Slip Velocity 
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5.4.6. Subdomain Settings 

Default settings. 

Subdomain   1-2 
Integration order (gporder)   4 4 2 
Constraint order (cporder)   2 2 1 
Density (rho) kg/m3 rho(T[1/K])[kg/m^3] (Ethanol, liquid) 
Dynamic viscosity (eta) Pa⋅s eta(T[1/K])[Pa*s] (Ethanol, liquid) 
sdtype   Galerkin least-squares (GLS) 
Surface tension coefficient 
(sigma) 

N/m 0 

Parameter controlling interface 
thickness (epsilon) 

m hmax_mmglf 

Relative permittivity (epsilonr) 1 25.13 

5.5. Application Mode: Electrostatics (emes) 

Application mode type: Electrostatics (MEMS Module) 

Application mode name: emes 

5.5.1. Scalar Variables 

Default Settings 

Name Variable Value Unit Description 
epsilon0 epsilon0_emes 8.854187817e-12 F/m Permittivity of 

vacuum 
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5.5.2. Application Mode Properties 

Default settings. 

Property Value 
Default element type Lagrange - Quadratic 
Input property Forced voltage 
Frame Frame (ref) 
Weak constraints Off 
Constraint type Ideal 

5.5.3. Variables 

Default settings 

Dependent variables: V 

Shape functions: shlag(2,'V') 

Interior boundaries not active 

5.5.4. Boundary Settings 

Boundary   2, 5, 9, 13, 17 6 7 
Type   Zero 

charge/Symmetry 
Electric 
displacement 

Electric 
displacement 

Electric displacement 
(D0) 

C/m2 {0;0} {-nD1;0} {0;nD1} 

 

Boundary   8 10 11 
Type   Electric 

displacement 
Electric 
displacement 

Electric 
displacement 

Electric displacement 
(D0) 

C/m2 {nD1;0} {-nD2;0} {0;nD2} 
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Boundary   12 14 15 
Type   Electric 

displacement 
Electric 
displacement 

Electric 
displacement 

Electric displacement 
(D0) 

C/m2 {nD2;0} {-nD3;0} {0;nD3} 

 

Boundary   16 20 21 
Type   Electric 

displacement 
Electric 
displacement 

Electric 
displacement 

Electric displacement 
(D0) 

C/m2 {nD3;0} {-nD1;nD1} {nD1;nD1} 

 

Boundary   22 23 24 
Type   Electric 

displacement 
Electric 
displacement 

Electric 
displacement 

Electric displacement 
(D0) 

C/m2 {-nD2;nD2} {nD2;nD2} {-nD3;nD3} 

 

Boundary   25 3, 19 1, 18 
Type   Electric 

displacement 
Periodic 
condition 

Periodic 
condition 

Electric displacement 
(D0) 

C/m2 {nD3;nD3} {0;0} {0;0} 

Group index (index)   N/A 2 0 
chsrcdst   N/A 1 1 

5.5.5. Subdomain Settings 

Subdomain   1-2 
Relative permittivity (epsilonr) 1 {25.13,0;0,25.13} 
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6. Materials/Coefficients Library 

6.1. Ethanol, liquid 

Default settings. 

Parameter Value 
Heat capacity at constant pressure (C) Cp(T[1/K])[J/(kg*K)] 
Dynamic viscosity (eta) eta(T[1/K])[Pa*s] 
Thermal conductivity (k) k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)] 
Kinematic viscosity (nu0) nu0(T[1/K])[m^2/s] 
Density (rho) rho(T[1/K])[kg/m^3] 

6.1.1. Functions 

Default settings. 

Function Expression Derivatives Complex 
output 

nu0(T) (10^(1.16E-05*T^2-1.54e-
2*T+0.608))/(-1.426e-3*T^2-
0.1167*T+948.62) 

diff((10^(1.16E-05*T^2-1.54e-
2*T+0.608))/(-1.426e-3*T^2-
0.1167*T+948.62),T) 

false 

Cp(T) 20.7*T-3840 diff(20.7*T-3840,T) false 
rho(T) -1.426e-3*T^2-

0.1167*T+948.62 
diff(-1.426e-3*T^2-
0.1167*T+948.62,T) 

false 

eta(T) 10^(1.16E-05*T^2-1.54e-
2*T+0.608) 

diff(10^(1.16E-05*T^2-1.54e-
2*T+0.608),T) 

false 

k(T) -1.03e-3*T+0.4848 diff(-1.03e-3*T+0.4848,T) false 

7. Integration Coupling Variables 

7.1. Refer to Geom1 

8. Projection Coupling Variables 

8.1. Refer to Geom1 
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9. Periodic Conditions 

9.1. Refer to Geom1 

Periodic boundary conditions applied to the microfluidic subdomain to simulate a 
continuous flow across a microelectrode array using a subdomain consisting of 
only 3 microelectrodes. 

9.1.1. Source Boundary: 18-19 

Name Value 
Expression u 
Transformation type Linear 
Destination, Boundary 1, 3 (Geom1) u 
Source vertices 22, 23, 24 
Destination vertices 1, 2, 3 
Name pconstr1 

9.1.2. Source Boundary: 18-19 

Name Value 
Expression v 
Transformation type Linear 
Destination, Boundary 1, 3 (Geom1) v 
Source vertices 22, 23, 24 
Destination vertices 1, 2, 3 
Name pconstr2 

9.1.3. Source Boundary: 18-19 

Name Value 
Expression p 
Transformation type Linear 
Destination, Boundary 1, 3 (Geom1) p 
Source vertices 22, 23, 24 
Destination vertices 1, 2, 3 
Name pconstr3 
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9.1.4. Source Boundary: 18-19 

Name Value 
Expression lmx_mmglf 
Transformation type Linear 
Destination, Boundary 1, 3 (Geom1) lmx_mmglf 
Source vertices 22, 23, 24 
Destination vertices 1, 2, 3 
Name pconstr4 

9.1.5. Source Boundary: 18-19 

Name Value 
Expression lmy_mmglf 
Transformation type Linear 
Destination, Boundary 1, 3 (Geom1) lmy_mmglf 
Source vertices 22, 23, 24 
Destination vertices 1, 2, 3 
Name pconstr5 

10. Solver Settings 

Default settings. 

Solve using a script: off 

Analysis type Transient 
Auto select solver On 
Solver Time dependent segregated 
Solution form Automatic 
Symmetric auto 
Adaptive mesh refinement Off 
Optimization/Sensitivity Off 
Plot while solving Off 
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10.1. Direct (PARDISO) 

Solver type: Linear system solver – default linear system solver settings. 

Parameter Value 
Preordering algorithm Nested dissection 
Row preordering On 
Bunch-Kaufmann Off 
Pivoting perturbation 1.0E-8 
Relative tolerance 1.0E-6 
Factor in error estimate 400.0 
Check tolerances On 

10.2. Advanced 

Defaults advanced settings. 

Parameter Value 
Constraint handling method Elimination 
Null-space function Automatic 
Automatic assembly block size On 
Assembly block size 5000 
Use Hermitian transpose of constraint matrix and in symmetry 
detection 

Off 

Use complex functions with real input Off 
Stop if error due to undefined operation On 
Store solution on file Off 
Type of scaling Automatic 
Manual scaling   
Row equilibration On 
Manual control of reassembly Off 
Load constant On 
Constraint constant On 
Mass constant On 
Damping (mass) constant On 
Jacobian constant On 
Constraint Jacobian constant On 
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Appendix B 

Engineering Drawings for 69 Pin Grid Array 
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